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This study provides details on the findings of an analysis of data on the South African vehicle 
population and data from the National Household Travel Survey conducted in 2013; an 
analysis to forecast vehicle population and household vehicle ownership.  
The study analysed historical data from two data bases, namely eNaTiS and the 2013 National 
Household Travel Survey. The aim for both data sets was to forecast vehicle numbers and 
household vehicle ownership respectively. Vehicle population is important for economic 
development, policy and planning concerning road infrastructure, therefore the study analysed 
the real GDP as an indicator of economic growth and development, and the South African 
population as an influence driving vehicle demand. 
The historical data used shows an annual average compound growth rate of 3.07% for vehicle 
population and a predicted annual average compound growth rate of 2.22%. Though a 
decrease in growth rate, the vehicle population is predicted to grow to 17 637 672 vehicles in 
2038 compared to a population of 71 452 500 people, thus an estimated ratio of 247 vehicles 
per 1 000 people in 2038. 
The study applies Multinomial Logistics Regression, an essential method for categorical data, 
to the National Household Travel Survey 2013 data. All the variables within the model are 
categorical, and thus this model is evidently a significant fit to the data. The dependent variable 
in the model is the number of vehicles owned by a household in 3 categories (0, 1 and 2 or 
more vehicles) and the independent variables consist of: main dwelling, income quintiles, 
geographical location and total household expenditure. 
The analysis shows that the probability of households in the lowest income quintile owning 1 
vehicle compared to owning no vehicles was 0.161 times lower than the odds of households 
in the highest income quintile. Households with total household expenditure of R0-R300 were 
respectively 0.056 and 0.011 times less likely to influence household ownership of 1 and 2 or 
more vehicles. However, households residing within metropolitan areas are 1.182 times more 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Worldwide there is an increasing demand for vehicles, causing unsustainable levels of 
congestion and increases in resource use. With the constant growth in the number of private 
vehicles on the national roads of South Africa, vehicle ownership forecasting has become a  
field of study that for many transport-planning companies is of great interest, and indeed 
critically important. The ability to approximate the future number of vehicles used in a country 
can assist governments in timeous planning and policy formulation and ensure adequate 
infrastructure provision. With a growing population, the need to travel is ever increasing and at 
the same time and as a result, the anticipation of an increase in vehicle ownership is inevitable. 
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge not much research on this topic has been done in 
the South African context.  
This is somewhat surprising given the importance of the vehicle fleet for various policy 
questions including the need to construct roads, public transport provision, and planning for 
congestion.  Furthermore, various Government revenue sources are tied to vehicle ownership 
and use, most importantly, the fuel levy, Value Added Tax on vehicle purchase and the Road 
Accident Fund Levy. These revenue streams are particularly important to the Government in 
executing a mandate to maintain, upgrade and expand the transport network for the country.  
The increase in vehicle ownership is not an unfamiliar trend for a country, rather an already 
existing pattern within the economies of developing countries. The increase in ownership 
reflects the desires of a growing population within a country to become mobile and gain access 
to more economic activities as levels of real income increase and the economy develops.  
Car manufacturers and related industries are concerned with future sales of manufactured 
vehicles, to acquire knowledge on the size of the future market and to predict factors driving 
the market size. The standard technique used by this group is for each company to use 
econometric and statistical procedures to forecast the future demand for new cars in the 
country of interest. Following this, the manufacturers will determine their market share within 
the future market for new vehicles.  
Service industries selling fuel, tyres and mechanics are an interest group to vehicle fleet 
growth. These industries will secure an increase in market size with an increase in vehicle 
fleet, therefore, vehicle forecasts are an important indicator for potential fuel increase import 
numbers. The government and state companies, such as SANRAL and the provincial 





income from ownership and use of vehicles (fuel, RAF, tax, VAT, etc.) and the need to plan for 
future infrastructure requirements. 
Vehicle ownership models have been around since the 1930s and several international authors 
such as Wolff (1938), Rudd (1951) and Tanner (1958), to name a few have explored the topic. 
Since the 1980s there was a huge concern about continuously growing traffic congestion and 
fuel efficiency. This led to an accelerated interest in vehicle forecast and ownership. Various 
forecasting techniques and data sources were explored resulting in the development of new 
methodologies.  
There are two types of models introduced in the study, namely; a vehicle forecast model which 
examines the future vehicle fleet of South Africa, to predict the number of vehicles in 5, 10 or 
even 20 years. The second model the study introduces is a vehicle ownership model, this 
model predicts what factors influence ownership of vehicles in a household.  
Vehicle ownership and use evolved with the growth of the economy. For example, the more 
real income workers receive, the more likely they are to owning private vehicles.  Several other 
factors also influence vehicle ownership, such as urbanisation, household size, level of 
education, etc. As economies develop, it is therefore clear that the forecast of vehicle fleets 
will be influenced by trends in these variables. This pattern is observed not only in South Africa 
but also in the rest of the world. Since the growth in vehicle ownership goes hand in hand with 
rapid urbanisation, the strains are severe. The increase in vehicle fleets puts a strain on vehicle 
maintenance facilities and the administrative structures and infrastructure that regulate the 
road system. 
In South Africa, few studies of vehicle ownership have been undertaken over the last three 
decades. Some of the noteworthy work includes research by A.P. Marks and R.J Brown (1979, 
cited in Marks & Brown, 1981), Mokonyama and Venter (2007), Venter and Mohammed (2013) 
and Letshwiti, Stanway, and Mokonyama (2003). A.P. Marks and R.J Brown (1979) research 
introduces the power growth forecasting model and examines vehicle population growth 
according to racial groups. Most of these studies were all undertaken before the 1994 election 
and the introduction of the new constitution. It can be assumed that the democratic election 
brought about significant socio-economic and spatial transformation. The impact of these 
developments on mode ownerships and the vehicle fleet has not yet been quantified. 
1.2 Significance of the study 
The study investigates the development of a model to help forecast the extent of the vehicle 
fleet in South Africa. This current study will contribute to the existing knowledge of vehicle 





The study contributes to knowledge concerned with factors that influence household vehicle 
ownership. This is done by examining social-economic demographics and spatial factors 
influencing household decision of owning a vehicle. The second part of the study, provides an 
indication of the future number of vehicles, with assumption that the past (1986-2017) will 
continue. Therefore continuing with the trend, taking into consideration the past trends. Finally, 
the combination of these results provide a significant contribution to knowledge of vehicle 
forecast and ownership probability. 
It is critical to develop a vehicle ownership model well suited for the South African economy, 
as it is important to transport planning in South Africa and aids in preventing under providing 
or over providing for the number of vehicles on the country’s roads in terms of accurate and 
necessary road infrastructure. The model outputs will help in determining how much 
investment is needed for the vehicles that will be predicted to be on the roads.  
Developing a model for vehicle forecast in South Africa will assist with transport planning, 
policymaking and the manufacturing of vehicles in South Africa. With no existing model in 
South Africa, this study will benefit the government in great lengths by helping them to prepare 
for the future number of vehicles in terms of road infrastructure, road space and policies and 
regulations involving road vehicles. 
1.3 Aim and objectives  
This research aims to develop an aggregate vehicle ownership and forecast model for South 
Africa using nationally collected data. The Multinomial Logistics Regression function form will 
be used for vehicle ownership.  
The objectives of the vehicle ownership model is to determine the main factors that influence 
vehicle ownership in South Africa, including socio-economic, demographic and spatial factors. 
The focus will be on the strength and direction of influence. The second objective will be to 
project the future vehicle fleet for South Africa, using past vehicle fleet data. Lastly, to evaluate 
the growth over the next 20 years (2018-2038) and determine the extent of the South African 
vehicle fleet in 2038.  
1.4 Structure of the study 
Chapter 2 presents the literature review. This chapter defines vehicle ownership forecasting 
and what the forecast entails. An elaboration is given on vehicle forecasting models and 
techniques that are available and used in the study. A review of various factors influencing 
vehicle ownership is also presented in this chapter. Finally, a review of some literature 





Chapter 3 discusses the data used in the ownership and forecasting process of the study and 
offers graphical representations of the historical patterns of the South Africa vehicle population. 
It also provides some descriptive statistics of the household percentage shares of each 
variable affecting the number of vehicles owned by households. 
Chapter 4 describes the methodology applied in each of the models. This chapter details the 
research design and sampling processes for vehicle forecasting and vehicle ownership. It 
briefly introduces the forecasting model implemented in the study.  
A more expanded explanation of the model is presented in Chapter 5. This chapter describes 
all models and methods implemented in the study, giving a detailed description of the process 
of each model or method. Vehicle forecasting focuses on historical data, which is given for a 
specified period using Holt's method, forecast sheet, and SPSS forecast. Vehicle ownership 
determines the factors influencing the number of vehicles owned within a household making 
use of categorical data, and the Multinomial Logistics Regression is detailed. 
In Chapter 6, the study results are analysed and discussed and a brief remark on the 
implications of these results on South African infrastructure is given.  
Chapter 7 concludes the paper by evaluating whether the objectives of the study have been 
achieved. The chapter reflects on the research questions to determine whether they have been 
answered. The closing chapter makes recommendations for further studies that are needed to 






CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
In this section, a review of the existing body of literature is presented to broaden knowledge 
regarding the research topic. This section investigates existing knowledge relating to the topic 
and research findings. The literature review contributes to the process of identifying a gap in 
knowledge of vehicle ownership forecasting, specifically for South Africa, using methods and 
models applied in other countries and improving on identified failures.  
2.2 Vehicle ownership forecasting models or techniques  
Vehicle forecasting models and techniques have been investigated from as early as the 1980s, 
with many models having been developed in the United Kingdom (Ingram & Liu, 1997). The 
earliest vehicle-ownership model was developed to analyse household purchase behaviour 
from the forecasted household vehicle holdings.   
Different models and techniques for forecasting vehicle ownership are developed for many 
reasons in different circumstances, depending on what purpose the forecast needs to serve. 
Forecasting vehicle ownership is performed for different outcomes and thus different models 
exist to attend to various purposes.  
Models can be developed for the following purposes by different industries: 
Vehicle manufacturers may apply models to predict future vehicle demand by consumers. This 
will assist manufacturers in producing vehicles to match the consumer demand, thus, 
preventing unnecessary loss of profit. 
Oil companies and their products are necessary for vehicles to continue to operate, therefore 
these companies need to know the predicted future demand for vehicles to know how much of 
their product will be needed. With the latest introduction of electric vehicles into the market, oil 
companies might be affected drastically when the demand for fuel decreases as the market 
for electric vehicles increases. The market for electric vehicles will have an impact on fuel 
stations, as there will be a minimised need for them.   
International organisation (World Bank) uses specific forecasting models for vehicle ownership 
in a country to analyse and asses the country’s investment legibility. These models assist the 
organisations in deciding whether to invest in a country. 
National governments find vehicle ownership forecasting models useful in making forecasts 
for tax revenues and the governing influences of changes in taxation levels. Governments, 





transport demands, energy consumption and CO2 emission levels, and the policy impacts of 
the forecasted vehicle numbers.  
The research restricts focus on vehicle ownership models for the investigation of road 
infrastructure investments. Some of these models are of interest to car manufacturers or oil 
companies. Nevertheless, models developed for private and public firms are different in their 
exogenous versus endogenous variables.  
Models focusing on investment and transport planning will be reviewed and discussed in this 
section of the research. 
2.3 Models of vehicle ownership 
As stated before, it is crucial to know that different vehicle ownership models exist to serve a 
diversity of purposes. Below a review of a few models is given. Most of these models are still 
in use in current years. Due to the extensive variety of vehicle ownership models, this section 
will present only a few of these models. 
De Jong, Fox, Daly, Pieters, and Smit (2004) presented the following varies models in their 
research. Their research focused on models developed for public sector planning, such as 
manufacturers and oil companies. The requirements for these public-sector models differ from 
those of the private sector.  
2.3.1 Aggregate Time Series Models 
Aggregate time series models are defined by a sigmoid-shape function for the development of 
vehicle ownership over a certain period, which at the beginning displays a slow increase and 
thereafter begins to increase abruptly and ends off at a capacity level known as the “saturation 
level”. 
Numerous examples of this model in operation are seen in the period between the late 1950s 
to the early 1980s in literature focusing on the United Kingdom. Button, Ngoe, and Hine (1993) 
make use of aggregate time series in research by applying a logistic function in vehicle 
ownership forecasts. Ingram and Liu (1997) make significant use of this model by applying a 
double logarithmic specification in the explanation of vehicle and vehicle ownership (in their 
paper the use of car and vehicle are defined clearly). An aggregate model in National Road 
Traffic Forecasts is used in the United Kingdom by the application of a logistic curve for 
saturation, and this was stretched by including saturation levels (focusing on household types) 
to the disaggregate tree logit calibration.  
Developing countries are attracted to these Aggregated Time Series Models due to their 





behind vehicle ownership growth. However, Gakenheimer (1999) had a few remarks in the 
article ‘Urban mobility in the developing world’, stating that with low-income developing 
countries having the income of the top 20% of the population as the explanatory variable might 
be better than overall income. Gakenheimer (1999) added a second remark stating that a 
quadratic function outperformed a sigmoidal curve. 
Romilly, Song, and Liu (1998) had an opposing opinion to that of Gakenheimer regarding the 
saturation curve method by estimating a time series model without assuming saturation levels.  
2.3.2 Aggregate Cohort Models 
Aggregate cohort models are popularly used when segmenting the population into groups of 
for example matching birth years, then used to predict the future of these groups in describing 
how growth in age within these groups influences the groups in acquiring, keeping and 
disposing of vehicles. 
A popular reason for the increase in vehicle ownership within countries is amongst other things 
the demographics within the country of study. De Jong et al. (2004) call this the “cohort effect”. 
The generation born earlier than the Second World War grew up in times when the vehicle 
ownership lifestyle was not yet established, and today this generation is still seen to have a 
low vehicle ownership rate and low interest in owning vehicles. 
The generation thereafter has grown up in the car era and it is evident as this generation has 
accumulated more vehicles now and is expected to increase the number of vehicles owned as 
far and long as the economy allows. Aggregated Cohort Models' growth in vehicle ownership 
is driven by the demographic force factor (De Jong et al., 2004). 
In a paper authored by Fridstrøm, Østli and Johansen (2016) the stock-flow cohort model is 
introduced to keep track of how fast technological developments and other changes in the 
qualities of new vehicles entering the vehicle fleet. This model depends on available records 
from the government. 
Within the Stock-Flow Cohort Model (Fridstrøm, Østli, & Johansen, 2016) car stock is 
presented in segments and age, using 2012 as the base year of the research. Car stock is spilt 
into 22 segments and 31 age classes; there are nine segments for petrol-driven cars and nine 
for diesel-driven cars, and each vehicle class is then subdivided into weight classes. 
Segmentation within this model is based only on objective criteria.  
2.3.3 Pseudo-panel methods 
A pseudo-panel is an articulated panel based on averages of repeated cross-sections. 





data. The most vital restriction is that cohorts should be based on time-invariant characteristics 
of the households, for example, the birth year of the breadwinner of the household. By defining 
the cohorts, homogeneity is pursued within the cohorts and heterogeneity between the cohorts. 
The most critical feature of the pseudo-panel data is that averaging over cohorts’ changes 
disaggregate (discrete) values of variables into cohort means, thus resulting in information on 





Table 2.1: Comparison of types of vehicle ownership models  
 Aspect  Aggregate time 
series model  
Cohort models  Aggregate 



















Demand-supply  Usually only 
demand   
Demand  Demand and 
supply of 2nd 
hand cars;  
Demand and  


















      
Level of 
aggregation  
Aggregate  Aggregate  Aggregate  Disaggregate  Disaggregate  Disaggregate  Disaggregate  Disaggregate  Aggregate  Disaggregate  
  
Dynamic or static  
model  
Dynamic  Dynamic  
  
Dynamic   Static, but 
shift from 
new to old 
cars over  
time  
Static  Static  Static  Dynamic  Dynamic  Dynamic  








and long  
Medium and long  Long  Long  Long  Short and long  Short and long  Short & 
medium  






be at odds with 
theory  
Can be based 
on random  
utility theory  
Strong links  Can be based 
on random 
utility theory  
Can be based on 





utility theory  
Parts can be 
based on 
random  
utility   
Car use  Not included  Not included  Not included  Can be included, 
but insensitive  








included, but in ad 
hoc way  
Not included, 
but can be  
Sometimes  
included, but in 
ad hoc way  
Data 
requirements  






of business cars  
Usually not, but 
possible  
Usually not, but 
possible  




Done in recent 
models  
Usually not, 
but possible  
Usually not, but 
possible  
Usually not, but 
possible  
Usually not, 
but possible  
Usually not, but 
possible  
Car types  No car types  No car types  Limited number 
of car types  
Limited number of 




number of car 
types possible  
Often very many 
car types (brand 
model-age) 
Very limited 
number of car 
types possible, 
but could be 
combined with a 
type choice 
model  
A very limited 














Impact of income  Yes  Yes  Yes (average and 
distribution)  
Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  




None  Fixed and 
variable   





variable cost   
Fixed and 
variable (also 




included    







variable   
Car quality 
impacts  
No  No  No  Can be included, 
might have to 
work through 
cost  
No  No  Yes   No, unless type 
choice added  
No  Yes in type 
choice  
Impact of licence 
holding  






Limited  Many possible  Limited  Many possible  Many possible  Many possible  Many possible  Many possible  Limited  Many possible  
Attitudinal 
variables  
Hard to include  Cohort-specific 
attitudes can be 
included  









Can be included if 
specific questions 
in dataset  










included   
No  No  Can be included  Can be included  No  No  No  Can be included  No  Can be 
included  





2.4 Factors influencing vehicle ownership 
It is necessary to explore the topic of factors influencing vehicle ownership, as these factors 
have an impact on the critical decision individuals make on whether or not to purchase a car. 
In this section, the literature on these factors is explored and these factors are considered by 
focusing on their effect on vehicle ownership. Many of these factors influence vehicle 
ownership levels at both local and national levels. The aim is not to review all possible 
influences, but rather the main variables focused on in the literature. 
Every individual and household has a budget of the amount that is set aside for transport, and 
this imposes a constraint on the choice between vehicle ownership and vehicle use (Beca 
Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd, 2003). It is without saying that a small family, with high expenses 
but reliant on a private vehicle, tends to economise on vehicle ownership by choosing to 
purchase a rather cheaper vehicle that will get them from point A to point B. The dynamics 
change with more disposable income and fewer dependents. 
Some of the predominant influences on vehicle ownership include: 
Button, Pearman, and Fowkes (1982) argued that income is the core determinant of strong 
vehicle ownership amongst consumers. Most econometric studies using both time-series and 
cross-sectional data have incorporated an income variable, and most of the studies place 
importance on establishing income elasticity of demand for vehicle ownership. 
However, an attractive income is the main variable. Button et al. (1982) state in their research 
that allowance must be made for the varying techniques that may be employed in forecasting 
vehicle ownership. Several periods and areas are focused on by different research papers, 
and allowance must be made for the additional variables included in the models developed. 
Other studies such as that conducted by Fishwick and cited in Button et al (1982) have failed 
to find a noteworthy relationship between vehicle ownership and income. 
Mokonyama and Venter (2007) agree with Button et al (1982) in finding that income is the 
most significant explanatory variable in household vehicle ownership models. The 
consumption of vehicle travel is a ‘luxury good’, where the increase in income makes the 
benefits of private vehicle travel attractive.  
The relationship between income and vehicle ownership levels is validated by research 
conducted by Button, Ngoe, and Hine (1993), who analysed vehicle ownership in low-income 
countries. Their results show that among the more prosperous individuals in these countries 
an increase in vehicle ownership can be observed as a result of their prosperity. 
Households have long been recognised as a key determinant of travel choices and having a 





distinct categories according to characteristics such as the size of household, age, social 
status, gender distribution, and employed members of the household. Heggie (1979) gives a 
complete concept of the important nature of households in the modelling of vehicle ownership. 
This is done by focusing first on the household’s needs in different life cycle stages and then 
linking this back to vehicle ownership. 
Vehicle ownership tends to be highest in low-serviced suburbs and densely populated areas, 
and lowest in central business districts (CBDs) and surrounding areas. This pattern can be 
explained by the distance from the household to important services (Heggie, 1979). South 
Africa is a notable example of this pattern, where the aftermath of apartheid is displayed in the 
low levels of retail and services within black townships or suburbs. This increases the need 
amongst the township dwellers to own private transport,  therefore increasing vehicle 
ownership. 
Bjoner and Leth-Petersen (2004) reported in research titled  “A disaggregate model of 
household vehicle ownership” (Cundill, 1986) that a household with married people had a 
tendency to increase vehicle ownership, since it appeared that separated couples who then 
become single have higher levels of vehicle ownership compared to singles who never got 
married.  
Fuel is a variable that is a complement to trip choice, and differences in the price of fuel may, 
therefore, be assumed to influence vehicle ownership decisions. Fuel prices tend to display 
small environmental variations in a region or a country where it seems doubtful that fuel prices 
would prove significant in cross-sectional studies of vehicle ownership (Button et al., 1982). 
Over time the impact of fuel price changes on the total vehicle stock is also arguable. A long-
term increase in the price of fuel will reduce the demand for vehicles, but this decrease will 
not have a significant impact on the overall vehicle ownership. A higher fuel price will perhaps 
impact the type of vehicle that consumers will opt to purchase rather than the overall number.  
Essentially, the introduction of fuel-efficient vehicles will become a popular option amongst 
most individuals, this at the cost of less fuel-economic types. 
Dargay and Gately’s (1999) paper on vehicle ownership reports on running costs as a variable 
influencing ownership, referring to fuel prices. In this paper, there is a support of the concept 
by Button et al. (1982) that increases in the fuel price influence vehicle ownership as far as 
fuel consumption is concerned. 
Accessibility is included in vehicle ownership modelling in an attempt to display more directly 
the overall advantages that vehicle ownership adds to a household’s wellbeing (Button et al., 





becoming available with the ownership of a vehicle, while other models include the 
accessibility that vehicle ownership provides to alternative transport modes. 
However, Gould (1969) argues that accessibility is a slippery concept, a common term used 
but not properly defined and bringing the problem of how to measure it. Care needs to be 
applied when using such a concept. Accessibility is relevant in vehicle ownership in terms of 
the need for private transport travelling and the quality of public transport services offered. 
The ability to make a trip allows for the full range of social and employment opportunities to 
be enjoyed. 
The measures of accessibility may be in the form of replacement variables or indices that try 
to quantify the level of access offered to the household by owning a vehicle. The most common 
replacement/surrogate variables are population or suburban density of an area (Gould, 1969). 
Mokonyama and Venter (2007) mention road density, population density and level of service 
as other variables that influence vehicle ownership. Investment in road infrastructure is often 
connected to an increase in household vehicle ownership; however, Mokonyama and Venter 
(2007) discovered that there is a range of road densities for a given level of vehicle ownership, 
particularly in high-income countries (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007). 
Road investment has a strong relation with economic growth and not vehicle ownership per 
se (Ingram & Liu, 1997). Mokonyama and Venter (2007) state that further road infrastructure 
investments in South Africa are not expected to have much of an effect on the level of vehicle 
ownership. 
Often in densely populated areas with a good working public transport system or service, the 
vehicle ownership ratio is lower than anticipated given the high per capita income in certain 
areas. The inverse relationship between vehicle ownership and population density is 
connected to shorter distances travelled between CBDs. However, vehicle ownership will 
impact the demand for public transport. It’s not always that a community with a good working 
public transport, choose public transport over private vehicle ownership. Therefore, the 
relationship is not always inverse.  
2.5 Review of South African literature on vehicle ownership forecasting 
It is particularly important in South Africa to consider population groups when conducting any 
form of forecasting or predicting. This is because of the socio-economic similarity that 
characterises each population group. Another important consideration would be the availability 
and quality of applicable data on which forecasting procedures are based.  
In their paper on vehicle ownership in South Africa, Marks and Brown (Marks & Brown, 1981) 





growth, forecasting model. They analysed vehicle ownership trends in South Africa, both 
nationally and regionally (focusing on the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging area). 
The power growth forecasting model introduced in Marks and Brown's paper is an improved 
time series formulation in which incorporation of power functions is applied. This approach 
helps to overcome issues of externally determining the essential “saturation-level” constant by 
simultaneously determining this saturation level and other constants from past trends in the 
growth rates.  
Marks and Brown (Marks & Brown, 1981) used the power growth model as opposed to well-
known and well-utilised models such as the logistic time series model to forecast vehicle 
ownership in South Africa, though it is suggested to use both models. In the research literature, 
it is assumed the model is applied to time series data. Observations of past trends over the 
long term showed that the relationship between the percentage growth rate of vehicle 
ownership is not linear but rather curved, therefore, the application of the power growth model 
is clearer when compared to the logistic function.  
The power growth model has the following advantages related to vehicle ownership 
forecasting (Marks & Brown, 1981): 
• The growth curve convexity is inevitably accounted for with the use of a small integral.  
• The saturation level is calculated by model calibration of existing time-series data as 
to the assumed value of saturation level as an exogenous input into the forecasting 
model.  
• The model is flexible; it allows the forecaster to examine the interrelation effects of 
changes in the values of the constant integral and saturation level. 
Disadvantages of the power growth model: 
• Computer applications required for curve fittings. 
• Model sensitivity high because errors in the saturation level and ownership level would 
be magnified by the power of the integral. 
According to Marks and Brown (1981), the application of the power growth model to time 
series data is a major improvement on existing methods used for forecasting vehicle 
ownership. 
The analysis of past vehicle ownership trends in South Africa is an important input in a time 
series-based forecast; however, the availability and quality of this historical data is a problem.  
In their analysis of the trends in South African vehicle ownership, Marks and Brown (1981) 
made use of data such as official national motor vehicle licensing statistics over the period of 





Witwatersrand-Vereeniging home-based interview data; regional statistics for the same period 
as the national statistics; and statistics from censuses at both national and regional level.  
In 2007, Mokonyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) began their investigations into 
vehicle ownership modelling, with their research focusing more on the forecasting of 
household vehicle ownership in South Africa and looking specifically at alternative models to 
those existing ones, and making observations about future trends in vehicle ownership 
models. 
The household vehicle ownership modelling approach explored is not dependent on the 
classification of the population into racial groups, but uses household income and spatial 
characteristics of the area of study, captured in terms of dwelling unit type. However, there 
may still be frequent social inequalities amongst population groups but systematic models of 
household vehicle ownership need not depend on racial groupings to produce an effective 
forecast.  
Previous South African vehicle ownership modelling research distinguished between different 
population groups intending to reduce data collection errors that resulted from opposing 
economic profiles of the population groups (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007). By apartheid 
planning policy, racial differences made it easier to model average trip generation rates in 
areas housing different racial groups. However, owing to the growing spatial and economic 
integration brought about by the democratisation of the country, racial differentiation in 
transport modelling is difficult and fast becoming irrelevant. 
In 2003 vehicle ownership in South Africa was 6 245 392 (RTMC, 2018); 74% of all 
households did not own vehicles (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007). Vehicle ownership in South 
Africa has been accelerating since then, but this is more in the metropolitan areas where 
congestion and environmental costs are evidence of increasing vehicle ownership (RTMC, 
2018). 
In their research, Mokonyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) used a different model 
to the one used by Marks and Brown (1981) in forecasting vehicle ownership in South Africa. 
Mokonyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) focused on forecasting for the 
metropolitan urban areas and used the household vehicle ownership model to forecast vehicle 
ownership. The primary reason for using this model is that this model does not rely on the 
classification of the population into race groups, but rather depends on market profit around 
the area of interest.   
Household income and spatial characteristics of the area of interest are captured in categories 
of dwelling unit types. Monkoyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) specifically used 





In their research, Mokonyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) proposed an 
aggregated cross-sectional model based on category analysis. The model developed tested 
variables such as dwelling unit type (classified as flats, houses, townhouses and ‘other’) 
including informal dwellings occupied by households between quintiles 1 and 4, shacks and 
leased rooms, household income and the location of the relative households within the area 
of research. 
The use of dwelling type as a variable in research is as a result of the theory that a household’s 
dwelling asset, whether owned or rented, conveys information concerning lifestyle choices, 
which can be associated with vehicle ownership. The dwelling type is further linked to 
residential density, which can affect the density of vehicle ownership. 
The model used by Mokonyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) utilised data from 
the 2002 Gauteng Household Travel Survey,  Census 2001 by Statistics SA and land use data 
divided into City of Johannesburg transport zones. The transport zones were then subdivided 
into income groups, mainly low (< R1 999), medium (R2 000-R6 999) and high (R7 000+). 
Each zone was then classified into an income group according to the household income 
category fit.  
An evaluation of the dwelling location variable was conducted by making an additional 
distinction according to the households residing within the N1-N3-N12 Johannesburg freeway 
ring road and households situated outside the ring road. The ring road was used as the 
functional boundary because of its historic role in bypassing what was viewed as the centre of 
Johannesburg, however, the calibration of the location concerning the ring road was irrelevant; 
statistically, there was no difference between household vehicle ownership within the ring and 
outside the ring.  
This model was then, in the same paper by Mokonyama and Venter (Mokonyama & Venter, 
2007) tested for transferability using the City of Tshwane as the study area, and making use 
of the same variables as those used for the City of Johannesburg. In aggregate, the model 
was found to perform nearly as well in Tshwane as in Johannesburg. The model predicted 
82% (Mokonyama & Venter, 2007) of the actual vehicle fleet in Tshwane, the difference 
explained by the number of vehicles owned by non-household formations and non-residents. 
Venter and Mohammad (Venter & Mohammed, 2013) published an article on estimating 
vehicle ownership. Their research explored a disaggregate vehicle ownership model and 
connected it to a model of household transport energy consumption to consider the unrevealed 
socio-economic and land-use variables steering energy consumption.   
The development of a vehicle ownership model in this research focused on a metropolitan 





Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Area travel survey, provided by transport supply data. The 
research was then limited to private transport modes and this excluded freight and commercial 
transportation. The focus of this research was furthermore the end user’s energy consumption, 
analysing the minimal amount of fuel in the case of the utilisation of road transport, or the 
electricity consumed per trip when a traveller was making use of rail transport. 
Models of vehicle ownership are essential to the examination of transport energy consumption. 
Venter and Mohammad (Venter & Mohammed, 2013) estimated a household vehicle choice 
model for investigating the factors leading to decisions to purchase a vehicle and provided a 
variable of predicted vehicle ownership potentially used in energy models. 
A multinomial logit model (MNL) was introduced in the research, as the model for predicting 
vehicle ownership. This model uses category-dependent variables and has three potential 
outcomes consisting of households with zero cars, one car, or two and more cars. This model 
involves explanatory variables such as monthly household income stated by a survey 
respondent, number of people working in the household and the size of the household, which 
was compared with income to analyse the possibilities of household size influencing vehicle 
ownership reliant on socio-economic standings.  
In the research, it was found that amongst the explanatory variables used the correlations 
were below 0.5. This demonstrates that there is sufficient independence between the 
variables. Furthermore, Mohammad and Venter (2013) included land-use descriptors such as 
zonal population density and job accessibility.  
Letshwiti, Stanway, and Mokonyama (Letshwiti et al., 2003) researched CSIR Transport 
assessing vehicle ownership trends and use within South Africa. This research explores the 
logistic curve theory as a method of forecasting vehicle ownership trends. The analysis is 
centred on information adopted from the National Transport Department database and the 
electronic National Traffic Information System (eNaTIS). Additionally, more data was obtained 
from the National Department of Minerals and Energy Affairs, Statistics South Africa and 
metropolitan vehicle registering authorities. 
Letshwiti et al. (Letshwiti et al., 2003) adopt the logistic curve theory on assumptions that the 
ownership of a vehicle tends to follow an S-shaped curve as time passes. In this logistic curve 
theory, the curve asymptotes to some saturation value to represent the point of stability in the 
market of vehicles where the replacement rate is equal to the disposal rate. The quality of the 
forecast using this theory depends predominantly on the quality of the time series data utilised 
in the analysis. 
In the research, Letshwiti and fellow researchers (2003) decrease the effects of factors 





ownership saturation values, and from these values then interpolations of future vehicle 
ownership are made.  






Where: !"= vehicle ownership at the given time t (cars/1000population) 
             b= constant from the derivation of the equation  
             a= constant from derivation of equation  
             S= saturation level (cars/1000 population) 
             t=time  
The saturation value in the equation is attained by the assumption of a linear relationship 
between the percentage change in vehicle ownership and vehicle ownership. At the point 
where the percentage change in vehicle ownership is zero, the value of saturation links with 
the level of vehicle ownership. To obtain the constants 'a' and 'b' multiple regression can be 
used, or the constants can be determined by using limit conditions at time=t. The research 
makes use of regression to get the values of constant 'a' and 'b'. 
The paper uses 1940 as the base year in the projection of vehicle ownership trends in South 
Africa. 
2.6 Review of International literature on vehicle ownership forecasting 
Unlike literature in South Africa, international literature on the topic of vehicle ownership is 
abundantly available. In this section of the literature review, international literature on vehicle 
ownership modelling is reviewed. This section intends to investigate what models and 
variables have been used internationally and how this can be adopted into research and better 
the model developed in the research. 
Cundill (1986) conducted a study on vehicle ownership in Kenya. The focus of the study was 
to examine a few policies for conserving fuel within the transport sector, and part of the study 
involved the surveying of ownership and the use of private vehicles. The surveys aimed to 
provide background information that assisted in evaluating the fuel conservation policies 
involving vehicles.  
Kenya is a developing country and thus many of the privately-owned vehicles are owned by 





in four major urban parts of the country, consisting of Nairobi, Mombasa, Nakuru, and Kisumu. 
The surveys covered two parts, the first part being an interview survey which covered 
questions about the respondent, total household income and cars owned in the households, 
and the second part being a journey log survey that required car owners to keep track of 
vehicle usage over a given period. Both parts of the survey covered car-owning and non-car-
owning households. 
The analysis of vehicle ownership in the paper was concerned mainly with the relationship 
between vehicle ownership and income in Kenya. This followed the approach implemented by 
Bates, Gunn, and Roberts (Cundill, 1986) in the United Kingdom’s Regional Highway Traffic 
model. 
Cundill (Cundill, 1986) presents the quasi-logistics function as an analysis tool for vehicle 
ownership in Kenya, which was adopted from Bates, Gunn, and Roberts  (Cundill, 1986) as 
stated above.  
The quasi-logistic function is expressed as follows: 
 
In the study it was found that the probability (P) of a household with very high income owning 
one or more cars can be linked to the household income (|) expressed by the quasi-logistics 
function above where S is the saturation level (the probability of a household owning one or 
more cars), while a and b are constants. 
If assumed S is unity, the quasi-logistics function can be rewritten as: 
 
Or in logarithmic form: 
 
The level of income known as the ‘equi-probability income’ | and equals	234/6, is the point 
where the probability of vehicle ownership equals 0.5. Graphically this point is where income 
level at the logarithmic form of the equation intercepts the Ln (|). Using |' this is written as: 
! = #1 + &−(|*  
!
1 − ! = %
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To test the quasi-logistic function in Kenya, Cundill (1986) made use of data collected from all 
survey websites that were pooled in the research. Each income category plotted using the 
logarithmic form of the quasi-logistic function, is displayed in Figure 2.1 below. In the figure, 
error bars are displayed corresponding to ± two standard errors in P, limited by the 95% 
probability. 
! = 1







Figure 2.1: Quasi-logistic relationship for vehicle ownership. 
Source: Cundill (1986) 
Although P is binomially distributed in the research, a normal distribution was used to estimate 









Where n = number of interviews in the observed income category. 
When the P-value of a given income category is close to zero or close to unity, it is prone to 
error resulting from misspecification of vehicle ownership or income. The research concluded 
by stating that its unfortunate comparison of results from the four urban areas was limited by 
statistical constraints arising from the decreased sample sizes. 
Furthermore, it is not favourable that the vehicle ownership relationship with income can be 
used as a foundation of a model for dependable forecasting of future vehicle ownership of fuel 
use. This is because of the instability of overtime and it would need supporting data, 
specifically on income distribution, which is not always available. 
Whelan (2007) focused on the modelling of vehicle ownership within Great Britain. In the 
research, it is noted that a range of vehicle ownership forecasting methodologies were used 
in the United Kingdom by the department of transport. These methods were used in assistance 
to the production of the national road traffic forecasts (NRTF) needed in supporting road 
scheme design and evaluation. 
The NRTF was based on extrapolation techniques developed by the Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory. Models were aggregate, predicting ownership nationally and regionally 
making use of time series data, cross-sectional or pooled data. S-shaped growth curves 
market saturation and incorporate income, index of motor cost and time were used as 
descriptive variables in the presented models. 
Whelan adopted the NRTF in his research paper, with improvements to its vehicle ownership 
forecasting methodology. The improvements were aimed at justifying increases in multi-
vehicle households, assist in assessing the impact of company cars on ownership levels, 
identify market saturation and the impact of employment levels on the ownership of vehicles 
and introduce sensitivity to purchase and use costs within the model. 
Data was extracted from the family expenditure survey (FES) and the national travel survey 
(NTS), with FES data covering the period 1971-1991 and NTS data covering 1991. Whelan 
identified the following explanatory variables in the model: household income, household 
structure, motoring costs, accessibility, the provision of company vehicles and license holding. 
De Jong et al. (2004) states that these variables are commonly used when developing a 





Household choices are further categorised and include households with zero, one, two or more 
vehicles. The model assesses household decisions to own vehicles in the stated categories 











Where: LPA = number of driving license per adult 
Y = household income 
R = index of vehicle use costs  
:;= vector of household type dummy variables 
O = index of purchase costs 
:4= vector of area type dummy variables 
ASC= vector of alternative specific constants 
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b,c,d,e,f,g = parameter vectors to estimate  
!!<= dummy variable if there is one company car in the household 
!!== dummy variable if there are two company cars in a household 
Whelan defined the forecasting period of research at a 5-yearly interval from 2001 to 2031, 
allowing for estimations of trends in ownership. The research concluded with results from the 
forecasting, showing an increase in the number of households, including a greater increase in 
the number of single adult households. The number of vehicles was forecasted to display a 
42% increase from 25.63 million to 36.35 million vehicles in Britain.  
Romilly, Song, and Liu (1998) researched the modelling and forecasting of vehicle ownership 
in Britain; however, their research developed a model of per capita vehicle ownership, this 
being different from that applied to Britain by Whelan (2007). The model introduced by Romily 
et al. (1998) produces forecasts that are more trustworthy than those of the NRTF used by 
Whelan in his research on Britain. 
In their paper Romily et al. (1998) focus on modelling and forecasting vehicle ownership and 
do not consider the influences of car use or any form of road traffic. The paper studies a single 
model that concurrently integrates casual and proxy variables, which will provide a variety of 
forecasts from appropriate assumptions on time paths of the independent variables.  
The methodology used in developing the model of per capita vehicle ownership is 
econometric, using the error correction model. Romily et al. (1998) used data from the period 
1953-1994 and the following variables in the model: real personal disposable income per 
capita, real motoring cost index, real bus fare index, unemployment rate, size of the road 
network, real interest rate, population and age structure.   
The model is based on the assumption that several economic and social variables determine 
the aggregate level of per capita vehicle ownership over a given period. The cointegration 
regression of the model is re-estimated using data from the period 1953-1978, 1982 and 1988 
respectively. Time trend and structural break dummies are incorporated in each of the 
cointegration regressions, while estimations from these cointegration regressions are used as 
parameters for the forecasting models. 
The forecasting criteria used include: Mean absolute percentage forecasting error (MAPE) 
and root mean square forecasting error (RMSE). The model provides forecasted results for 
short-term and long-run income and provides a better in-sample forecasting performance than 
DoT. 
In the Middle East minimal research had been done in the field of vehicle ownership, up until 





aggregate discrete choice models to analyse vehicle ownership in Israel. Also in Kuwait 
research was done on vehicle ownership, using household size, income and number of adults 
as causal variables for the model developed. For Asian households, it was found that income 
was the only significant variable in developing a vehicle ownership model. 
Serag (2014) focused on modelling vehicle ownership in Egypt, with data for the period 1990-
2009 extracted from World Bank Statistics, thus making 1990 the base year. Three models 
were developed and used in the forecasting of vehicle ownership in Egypt: the Log-Linear 
Model, Quasi-Logistic Model, and Gompertz Curve. In each model, the gross domestic product 
per capita (GDPPC) was used as the user income variable expressed with the 2000-constant 
price in US dollars.  
Within each model Serag (2014) used time and GDPPC as independent variables, with the 
sum-square of error terms from each model used to compare the models' accuracy of the 
forecast. The models that were developed indicated that vehicle ownership depends on time 
and GDPPC. The log-linear model overestimated vehicle ownership and resulted in the 
highest vehicle ownership in the forecast. The forecasts from the quasi-logistic and Gompertz 
models were similar and gave considerable accuracy in the forecast. However, the Gompertz 
model had the highest forecasting accuracy. 
The approach adopted in the research employed sensitivity analysis and offered a range of 
projections of future growth in per capita vehicle ownership based on changing scenarios of 
how income may change in the future.  
Öǧüt (2004) introduced S-Curve models to the Middle East, and in the research, Öǧüt focused 
on Turkey. The period of analysis was 1970-2002, 1970 is the base year of the research in 
terms of data collection and observations. In these S-curve models, Gross National Product 
per capita (GNPPC) was used as the user income variable as opposed to the GDPPC used 
by Serag (2014). This income variable was expressed with the 1987-constant price in Turkish 
Lira. 
The long-term vehicle ownership forecast models included the idea of a saturation level (the 
level at which income no longer is a restraint). Öǧüt explored three S-Curve models, one of 
which was mentioned in the review of Serag’s (2014) paper on Egypt, namely: Logistic curve, 
Power Growth Curve and Grompertz Curve. Each model applied GNPPC as variables, and 
the sum-square of error terms (SSET) was used to compare the forecasts of the models. The 
Power Growth and Grompertz curve models produced similar forecasts in the research, while 
the Logistic curve had an overvalued vehicle ownership forecast.  
The Grompertz Curve model and Power Growth Curve model increased the reliability of the 





In the case of Iran, data was collected from five cities, namely Tehran, Tabriz, Shiarz, Esfahan 
and Mashhad to observe the ownership of vehicles. The study divided the country into 56 
zones. A nested Logit Model using a 25% random sample from mother and child tracking 
system (MCTS) data was proposed, then a two-level model of vehicle ownership with the use 
of simple multinomial logit models (Shaygan, Mamdoohi, & Masoumi, 2017). In each model, 
household and socio-economic conditions such as the number of employed members of the 
household and income levels of each household influenced the desire to own more than a 
single-vehicle. Additionally, job type was important, while the presence of males within each 
household, the age of the oldest child and household size were crucial factors influencing the 
purchase of a vehicle. 
In the city of Esfahan, average vehicle ownership per capita was calculated, vehicle ownership 
was estimated according to the assumption of limited imports of vehicles, and using the 
number of vehicles to be produced private vehicle ownership was predicted. Later, 
disaggregate data was converted to aggregate, and aggregate variables were used as 
independent variables for modelling. In the study conducted in Iran, three groups of models 
were applied, namely a trend base model, regression model, and discrete choice model.   
Direct models were presented to indicate the number of vehicles percentage share of each 
household in each zone. Multinomial logistic and ordinal regression were the discrete choice 
models used to predict vehicle ownership. The trend-based model determined the type of 
vehicle within the predicted vehicle ownership profile (Shaygan et al., 2017). 
Prevedouros and An’s (1998) study on vehicle ownership focused on Asian countries. The 
study was based on per capita vehicle ownership trends in 12 countries, obtaining data for 
research from the United Nations’ Statistic Yearbook. The vehicle registrations were divided 
into population figures to produce passenger vehicles per thousand of the population, and this 
became the dependent variable for the model. The independent variables included deflator, 
gross domestic product (GDP) at both current and constant prices, unemployment rate, 
railway passenger mileage, and roadway mileage. 
This research made use of time series data. Thus, time series regression models are most 
suitable for data analysis. For this application, the time series regression model used was 
AREG found in SPSS/PG+, a method that can handle missing data that may be present in a 
data set. An assumption was made that GDP growth rate would remain as constant in the 
period 2000-2005 as from 1990-2000, as reported by the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the United Nations. The use of these databases 





Yang, Jia, Liu, and Yin (2017) focused mainly on China, but with China being part of Asia the 
study did not adopt the model used by Prevedouros and An (1998) as the study was focused 
on China at the city level. The data for this study were collected from the China City Statistics 
Yearbooks for the years 1994-2012, this period being within the period in which China 
witnessed rapid economic development and urbanisation in its cities, with accompanying 
growth in vehicle ownership. Sampling consisted of 293 cities out of 336 due to missing data. 
For analytical purposes, cities were ranked by total population based on a census conducted 
in 2010, which provided bases for grouping cities into size quartiles: small city, medium city, a 
large city and super-large city. The variables in the model used contained the vehicle 
ownership rate as the dependent variable, representing the number of privately owned 
vehicles per thousand persons. Vehicle ownership rate is a good indicator of willingness to 
own a vehicle, and its use eliminates the estimation bias connected with the total population 
size.  
Independent variables included: Average income (a measure of wealth), population 
(population size and urbanisation rate), size of built-up area, road area per capita, urban 
population density, improvement in the road system, density in urban development on vehicle 
ownership and transportation alternatives (bus passenger volumes). Panel data analysis 
methods were applied to measure explanatory values. 
The Fixed Effects Model (FEM) was adopted in the analysis to estimate and explore the 
relation pattern between vehicle ownership and factors that influence ownership. A theoretical 
model that included all factors in the estimation of vehicle ownership can be written in 
logarithmic form: 
 
Where: >9?@"=vehicle ownership rate in a city i during year t (per 1000 persons) 
Income=average annual income per capita 
TP= total population (1000 persons) 
Urb= urbanisation was the % of the population in an urban area 
BUA= total built-up area 
Road= area of roads per capita (A=per person) 
UrbDen= urban population density (1000 persons per BA=) 
Bus= yearly volume bus passengers m (1000 persons per trip) 
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Taxi = total number of taxis  
C@=city specific constant term in the regression model 
D@"=error term 
All analyses were conducted in the statistical tool Stata. 
2.7 Vehicle ownership forecasting in low-income countries  
Efforts have been made over the years to develop cultured models for vehicle ownership 
forecasting within developing countries. These efforts look at patterns of vehicle ownership 
growth limited to low-income countries around the world. Traffic is growing, especially in poor 
nations, and vehicle ownership forecast is a great tool to assist the government in preparing 
ahead in terms of planning for higher volumes of traffic.  
An increase in vehicle ownership implies potential increase in fuel prices within the nation. 
Growth in vehicle ownership brings about urbanisation and strains transport infrastructure and 
maintenance of these road facilities. It is valuable to the World Bank to know whether the 
trends in vehicle ownership patterns are displayed over a range of low-income countries for 
funding purposes (Button et al., 1993). 
In most low-income countries traffic growth is measured mainly by vehicle ownership, though 
goods transported can also be important to traffic growth. In subsequent analyses per capita, 
vehicle ownership is used as the dependent variable, and this allows for easier comparison 
with other studies and limits statistical problems arising when using data from countries of a 
widely different population. 
It is not uncommon to witness slow growth in vehicle ownership within developing countries, 
compared to developed countries. Button et al. (1993) suggest the use of a non-linear 
forecasting basis. A limited number of studies have applied aggregate data in observing 
vehicle ownership levels amongst low-income countries, while the difference between low-
income countries and industrialised nations has been shown by using linear and log-linear 
specifications. 
Button et al. (1993) applied the aggregate quasi-logistic approach in their study of vehicle 
ownership forecasting for low-income countries. This approach has been used in local and 
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S= saturation level of vehicle ownership per capita  
F<F= ……F4= socio-economic influences on ownership  
'<'= …… . . '4= parameters  
This equation is then converted into logarithmic form to produce the operational model. Values 
of P become the actual per capita vehicle ownership levels for each country included in the 
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Dummy variables for each country are included in the developed model to take account of 
national features, and a time trend is included as an independent variable. Income is included 
as the independent variable influencing per capita vehicle ownership at national level.  
2.8 Summary and conclusion 
The literature review indicated that there has been significant research conducted on the 
forecasting of vehicle ownership, using various models available. Literature in a South African 
context on this topic is however limited. The literature has shown that vehicle ownership 
forecasting models are vital for local and national governments and manufacturing industries. 
The ability to forecast provides industries with the capacity to provide for an approximated 
guaranteed demand. 
Various models have been developed for the forecasting of vehicle ownership, providing 
alternatives for different purposes of the required forecast. All the models are used for 
forecasting; however, the choice of a model will depend on the type of forecasting that needs 
to be done.  
Additionally, the literature review presented constructive awareness of what has been done 
internationally and within South Africa’s borders, and the success of the various forecasts. 
Moreover, the important factors influencing vehicle ownership forecasting were also provided 
within the literature, together with the relationship between these factors and vehicle 
ownership, with the main influencing factors being income and geographical locations of the 





CHAPTER 3: DATA 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter the literature was reviewed concerning vehicle ownership forecasting, 
models used in forecasting, and factors influencing ownership of vehicles. This included both 
international and South African literature.  
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the data collecting process and present some 
descriptive patterns and trends with the data. The Chapter also attempts to explain the trends 
in the data. As the research considers both mode ownership and vehicle forecasts, both data 
sources are considered and discussed.  
This chapter commences by providing a detailed introduction of the National Household Travel 
Survey (NHTS) 2013. It then continues into discussing descriptive statistics and discuss the 
dependent and independent variables used in the mode ownership models. Finally, the 
chapter examines the Road Traffic Management Corporation (RTMC) and The National Traffic 
Information System (eNaTiS) data used for vehicle forecasting. Some preliminary analysis on 
the historical patterns of the data is presented. 
3.2 Historical vehicle population  
The process of conducting a forecast of the vehicle fleet requires the use of historical data. 
This study makes use of historical vehicle fleet data extracted from the Electronic National 
administration Traffic Information System (eNaTIS)1 and the Road Traffic Management 
Corporation (RTMC). Historical data on South Africa’s vehicle fleet is analysed to identify past 
trends and patterns. This chapter gives a historical background and overview of what the 
growth of the vehicle fleet in South Africa looked like over the years (1986-2016). 
Figure 3.1 displays data per vehicles per 1 000 of the population for all countries of the world 
for the year 2014 (JA Van Rensburg & Krygsman, 2019; J Van Rensburg & Krygsman, 2015). 
South Africa ranked 84 out of the countries included, meaning in 2014 South Africa was within 
the top 50% of the 191 countries included in the dataset. South Africa had the third highest 
number of vehicles per 1 000 of the population of the BRICS countries with 165 vehicles per 
1000 of the population, ahead of China and India. Russia recorded 293 vehicles per 1 000 of 
the population and Brazil 249 vehicles per 1 000 of the population.  
 
1 eNaTIS is a strategic state resource that enables the state to improve South Africa’s existing road 







Figure 3.1: Scatterplot of countries comparing vehicles per 1 000 of the population in 2014. 






Figure 3.2: Scatterplot of countries comparing total kilometres of paved and unpaved road 
Source: (JA Van Rensburg & Krygsman, 2019; J Van Rensburg & Krygsman, 2015)  
South Africa’s national roads represent an integrated transport network, which contributes 
and adds value to infrastructure, quality of life of commuters and contributes in a sustainable 
economy. In Figure 3.2, South Africa’s road network is ranked 10th longest in the world, with 
a total of 747 014 kms of paved and unpaved road. South Africa being the only African 
country in the top 10 world longest road networks. Accessibility to road infrastructure 
positively influences ownership of vehicles. With new road infrastructure potential 
employment is created and access to new employment markets, with access to 
transportation and thus, providing income for the population.  
South Africa’s vehicle population is displayed in Figure 3.3, for the period 1986 to 2017 
(RTMC, 2018). During the apartheid era the South African vehicle population was 4 228 523 
in 1986 growing to 4 870 609 in 1993, reflecting an increase of 585 276. In 1994, barely one 
year into the post-apartheid era, the vehicle population had increased notably from the 1993 
vehicle population of 4 870 609 to 5 314 411 vehicles, a result of the increased accessibility 
to social and household infrastructure. 
Government expenditure focused on improving household welfare and democracy brought a 
new demand for vehicle ownership from those previously oppressed, as a desire for easier 
accessibility to economic opportunities or social spaces and services. The first democratic 
United States; 6 586 610
India; 4 689 842
China; 4 106 387
Brazil; 1 580 964
Russia; 1 283 387
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election of 1994 was the major socio-economic event taking place in South Africa which lead  
to the restoration of its Commonwealth membership and the lifting of sanctions (SAHO, 
2019b). This restoration of membership meant international cooperation and an 
advancement in economic environment, social development and human rights for South 
Africa.  
Three periods are sectioned in Figure 3.3, pre-election, transition and post-election .These 
periods reflect increasing annual vehicle growth rates. The compound growth rate in the pre-
election period, 1986-1993, was 1.78% while a growth rate of 2.66% was observed in the 
transition period, 1993-2004.The post-election period, 2004-2017, showed the largest overall 
growth of 3.64%. Over the entire period, the vehicle growth average 3.05%. 
In 1994 South Africa had a vehicle population of 5 314 411 with a population of 41 218 901 
people (RTMC, 2018) (Statistics South Africa, 2018). This indicates that in 1994 South Africa 
had 130 vehicles per 1 000 of the population, with a recorded annual growth rate of 8.43%.  
 
Figure 3.3: Annual vehicle population. 
Source: RTMC (2018) 
Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between the population and economic growth, observed 
using real GDP 2. The real GDP measures the growth of the South African economy, by 
comparing one quarter of the country’s gross domestic product to the previous quarter. Real 
GDP is used as it is the most accurate measure of economic growth, it removes the effects of 
inflation on the data.  
 
2 Real GDP (also known as GDP constant local currency) is an inflation-adjusted measure that 
reflects the value of all goods and services produced by an economy in a given year, expressed in 





The figure demonstrates the existence of a positive relationship between vehicle fleet, 
population and real GDP. The increase in the population, motivates an increase in the number 
of vehicles. The more people, the more vehicles. Real GDP reflects the size of the economy. 
This relationship is not uncommon, as the increase in economic growth brings social 
development and job creation to a country, resulting in an income increase for households 
(increased buying power) which could encourage a household to purchase a vehicle. 
 
Figure 3.4: Comparing vehicle population, population and real GDP 1986-2016  
Source: StatsSA (2018) 
The complex relationship between vehicle population, real GDP and human population growth 
rates is presented in Figure 3.5. The average real GDP growth rate for 1987-2016 is 2.33%. 
A strong growth rate attracts investors and in turn economic growth. 
 The average growth rate of vehicle population for the period 1986-2017, is 3.05%, 
approximately twice that of the general population, of 1.62%. The growth rate of the South 
African general population appears more stable compared to that of real GDP and vehicle 
population. Vehicle population grows at a higher annual average growth rate, compared to 
real GDP. Graphically the growth rate strength of both the vehicle population and real GDP is 
shown to be constantly fluctuating, with that the growth of real GDP at times laying in the 
negative.   
In 1992 South Africa experienced the mass killing of protestors outside of Bisho, now known 
as the Bisho massacre. The impact of this political event shock the economy and resulted in 
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major economic event in South Africa, namely the advent of democracy is indicated by the 
high peak in vehicle population evident in the graph, with GDP and population still showing 
constant growth after 1994.  
Between 1995 and 1996 there is a significant decrease in vehicle population growth, the 
growth remains at a low growth rate until 2002. This reflects that in real terms South African 
households are becoming poorer. Between 1995 and 2003, the number of households 
earning less than R1 000 a month had increased from 24 to 49 per cent (Lombard, 
Cameron, Mokonyama, & Shaw, 2007).  
In 2008, the effect of the global financial crisis, which led to a period of recession in 2009 is 
seen in the large drop in GDP and vehicle population shows a steady decrease from 2008 till 
2009, and starts to increase again in 2010, with the rest of the economy. 
 
Figure 3.5: Comparison of vehicle population, human population and real GDP growth rate 
Sources: RTMC (2018); The World Bank (2017), (BBCNews, 2018), (SAHO, 2019a) 
Figure 3.6 presents a scatterplot of the relationship of real GDP to vehicles per 1 000 of the 
population. A logarithmic trend line is fitted.  
The independent variable in Figure 3.6 is real GDP and the dependent variable is vehicles per 
1 000 people.  The logarithmic equation of the trend line  is: 
!"ℎ$%&"'	)"*	1000	-.	/ℎ"	)-)0&1/$-2 = 94.282 &2(:"1&	;<=) − 2529.2 
The equation states that, if real GDP increase by 1%, then vehicles per 1 000 of the population 





means for every 1% increase or decrease in real GDP, the number of vehicles per 1 000 of 
the population will change by 0.94282 vehicles. 
The value of the R square in the context of the analysed data represents the proportion of the 
change in vehicles per 1 000 people that is explained by real GDP. Therefore, 91.64% of the 
change in vehicles per 1 000 of the population in South Africa, is explained by the change in 
real GDP. 
 
Figure 3.6: Scatterplot representing real GDP with trend line 
Source: The World Bank (2017) (vehicles per 1 000 of population calculated using World Bank and 
eNaTIS data) 
3.3 2013 South African Household Travel Survey (NHTS) 
3.3.1 Introduction to 2013 National Household Travel Survey 
The National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) 2013 is recorded as the second NHTS 
conducted in South Africa, with the first being the National Household Travel Survey launched 
in 2003 (Statistics South Africa, 2014). The questionnaire used in conducting the 2013 survey 
was based on the 2003 NHTS questionnaire and adjusted according to information needs 
within industries. The questions used in the survey are attached as Appendix A. Statistics 
South Africa (StatsSA) implemented the 2013 NHTS from February to March 2013, and 
preceding the main survey a pilot survey was rolled out using a smaller scale, for training and 
testing the contents of the survey and the questionnaire.  































Sample design for the NHTS 2013 was based on the census of 2011 enumeration areas3 
(EAs) and on a two-staged random stratified sampling (sampling by subpopulations). The 
stratified sampling first selected a sample of 5 034 primary sampling units (PSUs) from the 
dwelling structure of the Census 2011, at a transport analysis zone and provincial classification 
level. 
In the selected sample of 5 034 PSUs, 22 were found to be unoccupied and thus the survey 
continued with 5 012 PSUs, sampling 51 341 dwelling units (DUs) from the remaining PSUs. 
However, of the 51 341 DUs sampled, 849 DUs presented incomplete or no questionnaires. 
In the sampled PSUs, 4 957 had at least one responding household, 5 had all DUs with 
households out of the given sampling scope; however the remaining 50 PSUs had sampled 
DUs that had no responding households. Table 3.1 shows a summary of the PSUs per 
province. 
Table 3.1: Summary of the number of primary sampling units 
 
Source: Statistics South Africa (2014)  
The NHTS collected data using three phases (Statistics South Africa, 2019):  
 
Figure 3.7: Three phases of data collection. 
 
3 3 An enumeration area refers to the geographic areas covered by the Census 2011 representatives. 
It is an area composed of one or more adjoining blocks. The EAs cover all the territory of South 
Africa. EAs are only used in the collection of census data.  
Province Number of PSUs Average number of dwelling units per PSU Total number of dwelling units 
Western Cape 559 10 5,528
Eastern Cape 710 11 7,497
Northern Cape 206 10 2,103
Free State 350 10 3,601
KwaZulu-Natal 965 10 9,806
North West 388 9 3,628
Gauteng 1,025 10 10,683
Mpumalanga 366 10 3,794
Limpopo 443 11 4,701






• Pre enumeration: Involved planning, funding, publicity, questionnaire design, printing, 
recruitment and training. Publicity included informing potential respondents of the 
upcoming survey and its purpose. Training of provincial survey coordinators, fieldwork 
coordinators, fieldwork supervisors and fieldworkers.  
• Enumeration: This phase made use of 51 341 DUs across the nine provinces. 
Surveyors were allocated within the DUs, equipped with questionnaires. 
Questionnaires were completed, quality assurance took place in this phase and data 
was finally captured.  
• Post-enumeration: Data was processed and converted from the questionnaire to 
electronic format, coding of open-ended questions, analysis of the data, compilation of 
metadata, data and report dissemination (continuous process).  
 
Figure 3.8: Sampled travel analysis zones. 
Source: Statistics South Africa (2014). 
3.3.2 Limitations of the National Household Travel Survey 
The study conducted in the collection of the NHTS data had limitations as the sample design 





residential hostels, military barracks and hospital accommodation. The time period in which 
the survey had to be conducted and surveyors trained was limited, such that it made it difficult 
to implement surveys in the same way in all sampled districts. This potentially could have 
caused errors in the manner the survey was conducted Statistics South Africa (2014). 
3.3.3 Key findings in the National Household Travel Survey 2013 
Table 3.2 summarises the response rates of the sampled households and the percentages of 
the households in the National Household Travel Survey. 
Table 3.2: Survey response rates 
 
Source: Statistics South Africa (2014) 
An overview of the findings embodied in the NHTS results shows that beyond half of the 
travellers dwell in four provinces of the country, namely Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern 
Cape and Western Cape. Percentage proportions of this population in terms of dwelling type 
are as follows: around 85% of individuals residing in urban, metropolitan and rural areas 
reported to have travelled within the time period of the survey,  with only 75.4% citizens living 
in rural areas likely to travel. 
In the category of education institution and level of education, the survey found that learners 
and individuals that attended pre-school ABET and literacy classes walked to the varying 
institutions. Of those who attended higher education institutions approximately 30.5% used 
taxis and 24.7% used private vehicles for the trip. This shows that there is a connection 
between level of education and travel mode.  
Workers in the survey were from age 15 years and older, and the travel patterns and choices 
of workers indicated that 38.4% of them made use of private vehicles, while the majority made 
use of public transportation and some mainly residents in more rural areas walked all the way 
to work places.  
Concerning households, the survey concluded that 32.6% of households’ choice of travel 
mode was influenced by travel time4, the cost to travel was an important influencing factor to 
26.1% of the households, and 9.25% of the households stated that flexibility was a major 
influence on their choice of travel mode. Safety from road accidents was deemed a crucial 
 
4 The time spent travelling from point of origin to destination. 
Response code Label Frequency Percentage Cumulative frequency Cumulative Percentage
1 Response 43 462 82.37% 43 462 82.37%
2 Non-response 5 314 10.07% 48 776 92.45%





influencing factor by 8.7% of the households surveyed. A comparison between the results 
obtained from the first NHTS 2003 and the recent NHTS 2013 shows that there was a 
significant increase in the percentage of households owning or having access to vehicles, 
increasing from 22.9% in 2003 to 28.5% in 2013 (Statistics South Africa, 2014). 
In conclusion, the province of Gauteng had the highest percentage (39.3%) of people aged 
18 and older in possession of a driver’s licence compared to the other eight provinces. The 
Western Cape had the second highest figure of 36.4% of licence holders, and KwaZulu-Natal 
was third with 20.8%. The absolute number of licence holders in 2013 were higher compared 
to those surveyed in 2003. With the increase in household vehicle ownership, this increase is 
an anticipated outcome. A majority of those households owning or having access to vehicles 
dwelled within urban areas. 
3.4 Descriptive statistics  
Household vehicle ownership decisions are influenced by countless factors; in this study a 
number of explanatory variables are identified to assist in the analysis of the National 
Household Travel Survey data. The following variables are identified: Main dwelling, income 
quantiles, household expenses and geographical location. In this data chapter population 
groups, income category and level of education are included only as a base of comparison 
and explanation of identified trends. 
The National Household Travel Survey data analysed is divided into three main categories, 
namely: households with 0 vehicles, households with 1 vehicle and lastly, households with 2 
or more vehicles. Figure 3.9 shows an overview of the percentage split of vehicles owned per 
household surveyed within each province. This includes data of households that did not 
specify how many vehicles they own and have access to. In this figure it is observed that the 
Western Cape and Gauteng have the largest percentage of surveyed households owning two 
or more vehicles at 17.2% and 15.4% respectively, with the Eastern Cape producing the 
largest percentage of households owning no (zero) vehicles per household at 83.8% of all 






Figure 3.9: Percentage of households by province 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
The relationship between vehicle ownership and household geographical location displayed 
by Figure 3.10 shows that households within the metropolitan areas own more vehicles, with 
15.7% of households owning two or more vehicles and 87.10% of households residing in rural 
areas owning no vehicles. The geographical location has an effect on travel experience from 
one spatial location to another, and the decision to purchase is influenced by factors such as 
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Figure 3.10: Household percentage by geographical location 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
The percentages of households owning vehicles by main dwelling are demonstrated by Figure 
3.11. The outcomes of the relationship between the main dwelling and household vehicle 
ownership support the conclusions made from the relationship between geographical location 
and households’ vehicle ownership. Among households residing in informal dwellings 90.23%  
have no vehicles. Most informal dwellings include houses made from more traditional 
materials and are dwellings such as huts, with these mostly found in rural areas, while 14.76% 
of households residing in formal dwellings, such as concrete block structures  own two or more 
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Figure 3.11: Household percentage by main dwelling 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
The observations in Figure 3.12 showing income quantiles correlate with the observations in 
Figure 3.13 showing the annual income categories for households.  
Total monthly household income per capita is used to calculate income quintiles. In other 
words, the quintiles are divided as follows: 20% of individuals with the lowest incomes make 
up quintile 1 (R0-R395,) between 20% and 40% fall within quintile 2 (R395.11-R828), 
individuals between 40% and 60% are quintile 3 (R828.33-R1 600), those between 60% and 
80% are quintile 4 (R1 6001-R4 017) and 20% of individuals who earn the highest incomes 
make up quintile 5 (R4 023-R222 000) (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
Households in the highest income quantile show the lowest percentage of households without 
vehicles and the highest percentage of households with two or more vehicles. This finding is 
not unexpected as it is common that the more income one has the easier it is to purchase 
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The analysis in the income quantiles is supported by Figure 3.12. The number of vehicles 
owned by households increases steadily with income, from 11.63% of households owning two 
or more vehicles and earning between R0-R6 000 annually, to 65.28% of households owning 
two or more vehicles and earning R192 001 or more annually. 
 
Figure 3.12: Household percentage by income quintiles 






























Percentage of households owning 0,1 or 2+ vehicles 
by household monthly income quintiles 






Figure 3.13: Household percentage by income category 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
Household vehicle ownership is shown to be directly related to household income and 
expenses; as income increases vehicle ownership within households tends to increase. Within 
our scope of data used in this study, Figure 3.14 shows that the sampled households display 
a directly related relationship of vehicle ownership and expenses; the more vehicles a 
































Percentage of households owning 0,1 or 2+ 
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Figure 3.14: Household percentage by total household expenditure 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
Figure 3.15 shows that 80.59% of black households do not own private vehicles, compared to 


























Percentage of households owning 0,1 or 2+ 
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Figure 3.15: Household percentage by population group 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
Vehicle ownership increases with the level of education attained by individuals within the 
households, mainly because the level of education relates to the level of income. As shown in 
Figure 3.16, 84.51% of the households that have attended Adult Basic Education and Training 
learning centres are without vehicles. This percentage drops to 37.76% for those who attended 
higher education institutions and 37.5% for those with home based education/home schooling. 
Households that attended higher education institutions and home schooling have 34.65% and 
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Figure 3.16: Household percentage by education institution 
Source: (Statistics South Africa, 2014) 
Figure 3.17 gives highest grades attained by percentage of households. The trend seen in 
Figure 3.17 agrees with that in Figure 3.16, as it is observed that the higher the grade attained 
the less households without vehicles get and the more households own vehicles, while 37.89% 
of households with tertiary education (including doctorates) own two or more vehicles and 
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Figure 3.17: Household percentage by highest grade achieved 
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3.5 Summary and conclusion 
The focus of this chapter was the data used in the study, to investigate vehicle prediction and 
vehicle ownership for households. The section included the collection process of the data 
presented in the National Household Travel Survey, how the data was sampled and when the 
surveys were conducted. The description of the data variables was discussed and graphically 
presented.  
Vehicle forecasting data was compiled from two different data sources, both sources 
containing historical vehicle population data. The annual average growth rates were given and 
factors impacting the historical patterns were discussed. The South African human population, 
together with the real GDP were presented as factors affecting the vehicle population. 
This chapter gave a brief overview of the historical data required in the forecasting of vehicle 
ownership and household vehicle ownership, summarising past trends that may have an 
impact on the expected forecast for future vehicle ownership within South Africa. Households 






CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the purpose of the study is to forecast the vehicle fleet for South 
Africa and build a model for vehicle ownership model for South Africa using the National 
Household Travel Survey of 2013. This chapter presents and describes the research design, 
the methodology adopted in the research, and the model specifications used to predict and 
study household vehicle ownership using an appropriate model. The chapter is organised in 
two sections: the research questions and the research design.  
4.2 Research questions 
The purpose of this research is to firstly analyse vehicle ownership decisions for South African 
households and secondly to develop a forecasting model to predict the number of vehicles. 
The National Household Travel Survey (2013), the most recent survey conducted and 
Statistics South Africa on travel behaviour is used for the vehicle ownership model. Data 
provided by the Road Traffic Management Corporation (RTMC), together with Electronic 
national administration Traffic Information System (eNaTIS) on the vehicle fleet is used for the 
vehicle forecasting model.  
These two research questions will provide the following answers  
• What socio-economic factors influence household vehicle ownership?  
• What will the growth in vehicles be for South Africa for the period 2018 - 2038? 
These research questions can be structured as sub questions, including: 
• What are the main factors influencing household vehicle ownership? 
• How far do these factors influence vehicle growth? 
4.3 Research design 
The study takes the form of a quantitative study, making use of a secondary data analysis 
approach to gather the required data. The secondary data analysis approach is a practice of 
utilising quantitative data already collected. This approach saves time and avoided duplication 
of research data and efforts (Cole, 2018). The quantitative approach concentrates on numeric 
data collected using rigid techniques such as questionnaires or interviews and detailed, 
convergent reasoning rather than divergent reasoning. 
 Convergent reasoning is connected with analysis and decision making, taking ideas and 





developing ideas with no discussion or analysis of the ideas (Boogaard, 2018). The aim of 
such a method is counting and classifying variables and building statistical models and figures, 
explaining what is observed from the data (Explorable.com, 2009). 
Quantitative research makes use of tools such as surveys, questionnaires or software to 
collect numerical or measurable data required for the research and analysis. Quantitative 
studies look at mainly interpreting data and finding trends and seasonality within the analysed 
data. This approach is the most appropriate method applicable to this study, given that the 
secondary data used for the purpose of the study is numerical and objective in the questions 
asked in the questionnaires used to gather the data. Furthermore, the quantitative approach 
to research requires the researcher to remain objective from the subject matter.  
The study implements a Multinomial Logistics Regression model (MRL) as the vehicle 
ownership model. The Multinomial logit model was first employed by Train and Lave (1978) in 
a study conducted to estimate a car type choice model, with the purpose of evaluating 
transportation energy consumption policies. Subsequently, there have been more studies on 
the logit models in vehicle modelling. Krygsman (2001) use logistics regression to estimate 
the choice between car and public transport use for The Netherlands (Krygsman & Dijst, 
2001). Cirillo (2010) applies the Multinomial logit model in the study titled “Automobile 
Ownership Model” conducted in Maryland to forecast vehicle ownership. This study follows a 
very similar approach to estimate mode ownership for South Africa.  
This regression model is an important method for categorical data analysis, a good fit for this 
research as the data analysed is categorical and the dependent variable has more than two 
categories. It is a model used to predict the probabilities of the different possible outcomes of 
a categorically distributed dependent variable, given a set of independent variables 
(LaerdStatistics, 2018). 
This model is limited by 6 data assumptions; (1) Dependent variable should be nominal, (2) 
one or more independent variable that are ordinal, nominal or continuous, (3) independence 
of observations and dependent variable categories need to be mutually exclusive and 
exhausted, (4) no multicollinearity, (5) a linear relationship should exist between independent 
variables and dependent variable and (6) no outliers should exist within the data.  
Multivariate analysis techniques commonly require the basic assumption of normality and 
continuous data. Where risk measure scales such as psychometric scales used in 
questionnaires, ordinal and nominal scales are usually considered unsuitable for a multivariate 
analysis technique. For this reason, multinomial regression is used where the mentioned basic  





multinomial logistics regression is widely used as a problem tool, in the fields of medicine, 






CHAPTER 5: MODEL SPECIFICATION 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the forecasting models and household vehicle ownership model and 
recognises the suitable model and model framework. The chapter describes the fundamental 
mathematical framework of these models and the model structures of forecasting methods 
and multinomial logit modelling frameworks used for analysis in the research. 
5.2 Vehicle forecast 
In the vehicle forecasting section, the study uses extrapolation and trend analysis as a 
methodology type in analysing the data. To conduct vehicle forecasting, historical data is 
necessary to acquire an understanding of future developments. Adopting the extrapolation 
and trend analysis, assumes that the future serves as a logical extension of what has already 
happened in the past, and thus predictions can be made by establishing and deducing the 
correct trend from the available data.  
This approach to forecasting may work in particular situations; however, the steering forces 
shaping the trends within the historical data must be studied attentively (National Research 
Council, 2010). Considering forces shaping trends may change, relying solely on historical 
data to forecast may be difficult. However, the methods used in the data analysis apply trend 
extrapolation which tracks changes and forces impacting trends. 
To conduct vehicle forecasting, the study uses Microsoft Excel and SPSS tools. Forecasting 
methods for quantitative time series data include methods such as naïve method, regression 
trends, exponential smoothing, time series decomposition, ARIMA models, etc. 
The study applies three methods for vehicle forecasting, and these include Holt’s method, 
conducted using Microsoft Excel. This forecasting method takes into account that the data 
used is not stationary and may exhibit an upward or downward gradual trend over time. It 
imitates the forces or factors that may have a long-term impact on the time series, whether it 
be a constant impact or gradually as time goes by (Forecasting853, 2018). Holt's method is 
known as a double exponential smoothing technique, which allows two smoothing parameters 
namely α and β. where α is the smoothing parameter for the base level and β being the 
smoothing parameter for the trend.  
The second method applied to conduct vehicle forecasting is the use of the forecasting sheet 
function found in Excel (Microsoft, 2019). Concerning this method, the forecast function 





trend and addictive seasonality version of the exponential smoothing (ETS AAA) algorithm, 
which is a seasonal algorithm, meaning it computes a changing trend equation with seasonal 
adjustments. The seasonal algorithm (ETS AAA) makes use of an equation to model time 
series data, the algorithm in the equation used by the forecasting sheet function accounts for 
the additive error, additive trend and additive seasonality (Power BI Team, 2014). 
The third method is the statistics tool software Statistics Package for the Social Science 
(SPSS). The software SPSS automatically determines the best fitting model between ARIMA 
and exponential smoothing to analyse the historical data inputted (SPSS, 2015).  
5.2.1 Holt’s method 
The Holt’s method is a computational method, conducted in Microsoft Excel. This model is 
also known as the double exponential smoothing technique, an attractive smoothing model for 
forecasting data with trends. Holt's method consists of three distinct equations that operate 
together to produce a final forecast of the data being observed (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos, 
2018). The method allows for two smoothing parameters, one for the overall smoothing and 
the other parameter for the trend smoothing equation. 
Method characteristics (ForecastIT, 2010): 
• The method automatically fits a smoothing equation to the data  
• Estimating a smoothing equation, which helps in minimising the probability of errors 
occurring between the actual data and model estimates.  
Holt’s method equation (Forecasting853, 2018):  
ABCDE = FC + 2HC	 
Where: FC = 	1AC + (1 − 1)(FCIJ + HCIJ) 
HC = β(FC − FCIJ) + (1 − L)HCIJ	  
With 0 ≤ α, β ≥ 1 
In the above equation: HC=denotes the trend (slope) adjustment factor at the time period t 
FC= denotes the base level at time period t 
ABCDE= calculates the final forecast for the period	/ + 2. 
α and β = smoothing parameters, α being the smoothing parameter for the base level 
(FC) and β being the smoothing parameter for the trend. 
Similar to simple exponential smoothing (SES) a time series forecasting method used for data 





average of the observation AC and FCIJ + HCIJ) giving a one-step-ahead trending forecast for 
time t. The trend equation displays HC is the weighted average of the estimated trend at time t 
based on (FC − FCIJ) and HCIJ, the previous estimate of the trend (Hyndman & 
Athanasopoulos, 2018).  
5.2.2 Forecasting sheet  
The forecast sheet is another option available for forecasting trend series data in Microsoft 
Excel. Excel offers various forecasting tools, and importing data into Excel and making use of 
the built-in tools and formulas to forecast is a simple process.  
The forecasting function used in Excel makes use of the Exponential Smoothing (ETS) method 
(Adam, 2018). The exponential smoothing method, similar to the moving average method is 
based on smoothing historical data trends. Conversely, this algorithm achieves smoothing by 
identifying seasonality patterns within the historical data and confidence intervals. The 
forecasting sheet is only available on Microsoft Excel 2016 and later.  
The forecast sheet algorithm makes use of the functions “FORECAST.ETS” in the forecast 
output column and “FORECAST.CONFINT” function used for the interval values. These 
formulas are populated based on the inputs in the options section of the sheet. 
The function “FORECAST.ETS” is used to conduct the exponential smoothing within the 
forecasting sheet. This function is similar to Holt's method mentioned above.  It calculates a 
future value based on the addictive error, addictive trend and addictive seasonality version of 
the exponential triple smoothing (ETS) algorithm, smoothing out irrelevant inconsistencies in 
the data trends (Cheusheva, 2019). The algorithm does this by detecting seasonality patterns 
if there are any, and confidence intervals. 
The syntax of the Excel forecasting sheet “FORECAST.ETS” is as follows (Cheusheva, 2019): 
FORECAST.ETS (target date, values, timeline, [seasonality], [data completion], [aggregation]) 
• Target date (required): this represents the data point for which to forecast a value. A 
date, time or a number can denote it.  
• Values (required): a range or selection of the historical data for which a forecast for 
future values is required.  
• Timeline (required): a selection or range of data with a constant step between them. 
• Seasonality (optional):  a number representing the interval of the seasonal pattern 
within the data.  
• 1 or omitted (default) – seasonality is automatically detected in excel, making use 





• 0 – Represents no seasonality within the data, therefore a linear forecast will be 
applicable. 
• Seasonality is limited to 8 760 (number of hours in a year), anything higher will 
produce an output in the #NUM! error.  
• Data completion (optional): accounts for missing points. 
• 1 or omitted (default) – fills in the missing points using the average of the 
neighbouring points (linear interpolation)  
• 0 – Treats the missing points as zeros.  
• Aggregation (optional): helps stipulate how to aggregate multiple data values with the 
same timestamp. 
• 1 or omitted (default) – the AVERAGE function used to aggregate  
• Other options are: 2-COUNT, 3-COUNTA, 4-MAX, 5-MEDIAN, 6-MIN, and 7-
SUM. 
5.2.3 SPSS forecasting 
SPSS is a statistics software package used for complex statistical data analysis. In the case 
of the data used for vehicle forecasting, the forecasting feature within SPSS is used in 
forecasting the time series vehicle population data (Foley, 2018). Once more, like the previous 
methods, using the forecasting feature on SPSS, the time series modeller proceeding 
approximates exponential smoothing; additionally, it estimates univariate autoregressive 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and multivariate ARIMA (also known as transfer function 
model) models for time series and produces forecasts for the vehicle population data. 
The SPSS forecasting modeller attempts to automatically identify and estimate the best-fitting 
ARIMA or exponential smoothing model for the vehicle population data (dependent variable 
series).  
Assumptions for the forecasting in SPSS: 
• The vehicle population data (dependent variable) and years (independent variable) are 
time series, meaning each case represents a point in time separated by a constant 
time interval. 
• The data used is assumed stationary.  
• Independent variables do not have any missing values in the period used for 
estimation.  
The abovementioned models and methods are applied throughout the study to achieve the 





5.3 Vehicle ownership 
5.3.1 Multinomial logit model 
The multinomial logit model is based on the random utility theory (Wong & Lin, 2011) and has 
been established to be suitable for the prediction of vehicle ownership levels (Bhat & 
Pulugurta, 1998). Though the multinomial logit model is widely used in vehicle ownership 
modelling, there are other methodologies accepted in literature. However, the multinomial logit 
model provides the anticipated properties for modelling the probability of a household owning 
a certain number of vehicles. 
The dependent variable, households’ access to cars/bakkies/station wagons/4x4s available 
for private use consists of twelve mutually exclusive categories; for this study, these categories 
are reduced to four categories. The choice of categories for the independent variable includes 
zero, one and two or more vehicles for a household. The decision-maker in this study is the 
household, as it is assumed that the household has the overall responsibility for the number 
of vehicles owned.   
The multinomial logit/logistics regression model is extensively used in estimating discrete 
choice models (Kim, 2011). Discrete choice models are utilized in explaining a choice from a 
set of two or more mutually exclusive alternatives (Discrete choice analysis, 2010). In this 
paper, this model is developed for the probability of households owning a certain number of 
vehicles. Discrete choice models are based on random utility maximisation theory. This theory 
assumes that the preference of the household (decision maker) for an alternative is influenced 
by a utility, a measure of value to the household. In summary, the utility maximisation rule 
takes note that a household will select the alternative that maximises utility amongst the 
available choices. Consequently, these households within the studied data will choose to own 
a certain number of vehicles that bring the most value and benefits to the household (Ben-
Akiva & Bierlaire, 1999).  
For the vehicle ownership model, assume that utility is: 
MEN = !EN +	OEN 
And !EN = PN +	LENQE  
Where: 
M = Utility of individual  





R =0, 1 or 2+ (where j=0 for households with access to no vehicles, j=1 for households 
that own 1 vehicle, j=2+ for households that own 2 or more vehicles) 
OEN =The random variable in the utility, which is not noticeable. 
Where QEis the vector of explanatory variables, of individual 2, PNand LEN	are the parameter 
vectors to be estimated. The probabilities that household 2 chooses alternative	$ is given by: 
=ET = Pr	(MET > MEN, ∀R	 ≠ $ 
The multinomial logit model assumes that the random variable/error components OEN are 
independently and identically distributed and follows a Gumbel distribution. Given the 
distribution of the unnoticed components of utility, the probability that the households will 





Where: 2 =Choosing alternative  
=ET = The probability of the decision-maker choosing alternative $ 
aET = Systematic component of the utility alternative choosing alternative R  
R =0, 1 or 2+ (where j=0 for households with access to no vehicles, j=1 for households that 
own 1 vehicle, j=2+ for households that own 2 or more vehicles) 
A property of importance for the multinomial logit model is Independence from Irrelevant 
Alternatives (IIA) (Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire, 1999). This property suggests that the comparative 
odds between two alternatives are the same no matter what other alternatives are available. 
The discrete choice model is measured by the maximum likelihood approach (IBM, 2019); 
using Statistics Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for the estimation purpose. 
5.4 Summary and conclusion 
This chapter presented the models and methods applied in the study. The model specification 
process explained the independent and dependent variables of the models and methods 
mentioned, together with the equations of the multinomial logistics regression model. The 
chapter mathematically defined the relationship between the dependent and independent 
variables in each method and model. Non-related independent variables are excluded from 
the model  
From the model specifications given above, it can be concluded that all the models applied in 





a vehicle forecast, three methods are implemented as a means of comparison to determine 
the most accurate forecasted values for the number of vehicles within the forecast period of 
2018 to 2038. The data used in the analysis has no seasonality present, and thus the models 
focus only on trends when conducting forecasts.   
The household vehicle ownership section of the study applies the multinomial logistics 
regression as a model of prediction as the data used is categorical data, this model being most 






CHAPTER 6: RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION: VEHICLE FORECAST 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters a base was formed for the performance of the data analysis and 
discussion. In the literature review chapter the background of what models and methods have 
been used in the forecasting of vehicle ownership in both developed and developing countries 
was presented. In the same chapter vehicle forecasting in the context of South Africa was also 
presented. This was done in order to give an overview of what has been done in South Africa 
concerning the forecasting of vehicle ownership.  
The model specification was presented in Chapter 5, where the methodologies and 
procedures of forecasting were discussed in detail for both vehicle ownership and vehicle 
forecasting. Chapter 5 goes into the detail of the procedures involved in each model and 
method used in the forecasting process of the analysis. The statistics tool SPSS used in 
forecasting vehicle ownership using multinomial logit regression and used in vehicle 
forecasting was briefly introduced in the section and is further evaluated in this chapter.  
The main objectives of this chapter are to present and analyse the result outputs from SPSS 
for vehicle ownership and vehicle forecasting. The focus is on the vehicle population in the 
year 2038; however, the chapter gives attention to the independent variables mentioned in 
previous chapters and their impact on the forecasted vehicle population numbers. Results are 
presented in the form of graphs and tables, discussed accordingly.  
This chapter presents and discusses the results produced by applying the models. The 
chapter begins by presenting results for the vehicle forecasting using the three selected 
methods, and lastly the results and discussion for household vehicle ownership are presented. 
The chapter concludes by providing an overview of the results.  
6.2 Vehicle forecast 
The historical data used in conducting forecasts for this section was discussed in the 
methodology section of the study. In this vehicle forecast section the results from the Holt’s 
method, forecasting sheet and SPSS are analysed and discussed.  
6.2.1 Holt’s method results  
The Holt’s method was performed using Microsoft Excel and the results of the forecast are 





The vehicle population in South Africa, as displayed in Table 6.1 below is expected to reach 
16 472 593 vehicles in 2038. This represents an increase of 5 505 025 vehicles from 10 967 
568 vehicles in 2017. The predicted vehicle population for the period 2018 to 2038 grows at 
an annual average growth rate of 1.87%. 
The parameters a5 and b6 calculated in the Holt’s method to produce the predicted vehicle 
population are 1 and 0.46 respectively. These parameters are optimised through the 
minimisation of the mean squared error (MSE), in the process of producing the forecasts, by 
changing the initial a and b. 
Table 6.1: Forecasted vehicle population for period 2018-2018 using Holt’s method. 
 
The Holt’s method parameters are summarised in Table 6.2 below. The smoothing constants 
of a and b determine the sensitivity of the forecasts to the changes in demand for vehicles 
 
5 Alpha, also known as the base value. The value of alpha determines the weighting of the past data 
values in setting the baseline for the forecast. A high alpha leads to increased weight given to recent 
observations and a low alpha means more uniform weighting. 
6 Beta, also known as the trend value. It determines the degree of change in recent data trends and 
should be valued compared to older trends when forecasting. 


























over the forecasted period. It is important to note that parameters have a substantial impact 
on the quality of any forecast. 
The optimal alpha for the vehicle population using Holt’s method is 1, which indicates that the 
forecasted vehicle population is more responsive to more recent historical vehicle population 
data, and vehicle demand is changing rapidly. The optimal value of b 0.46 assumes that the 
trend changes at an average rate over time, and this b value deems that the future is uncertain 
because the errors in a trend estimation become more notable with the forecasting of more 
than one period ahead. This model is attempting to estimate a short-term trend.  
Table 6.2: Vehicle population Holt's method parameters 
 
In Figure 6.1 below the actual vehicle population and forecasted vehicle population are plotted 
together with trend lines. It is clear that the predicted vehicle populations display the same 
trend as  the actual vehicle populations, as seen in the graph below where the lines of actual 
vehicles and predicted vehicles in the initial period 1986 to 2017 move collectively. The trend 
lines for both graphs are moving in an upwards (positive) direction. This trend analysis plot 
illustrates that the model (the Holt’s method) implemented in this data fits closely with the 
actual data. 
 
Figure 6.1: Holt's forecasted and actual vehicle population 
In Table 6.3 below the prediction results for South Africa’s real GDP are presented in local 













































































Forecasted and actual vehicle population 





South Africa in local currency is  approximated to reach 3 931 500 019 539.18 in 2038. This 
real GDP is only an approximated value, as factors that affect real GDP are not taken into 
consideration in the analysis, and the method only uses the trend detected in historical data 
to generate the predicted values. These predicted real GDPs for the period 2018 to 2038 grow 
at an annual average growth rate of 1.09%. 
Table 6.3: Real GDP forecasted values for 2018-2038 using Holt's method 
 
These parameters a and b calculated in Table 6.4 below are still produced through the Holt’s 
method of forecasting. Parameters are optimised through the minimisation of the mean 
squared error (MSE) in the process of producing the forecasts, by changing the initial a and 
b. 
The optimal alpha for the South African real GDP in local currency using Holt’s method is 1, 
which shows that the forecasted real GDPs are more responsive to more recent historical data 
for real GDP when estimating final values. This alpha also indicates that the real GDP in South 
Africa changes quickly in response to the effects of past economical events. The optimal value 
of b 0.45 assumes that the trend changes at an average rate over time, as is the trend in the 
vehicle population above. This b value estimates that the future is uncertain because the errors 
in a trend estimation become more notable with the forecasting of more than one period 
ahead. This model is attempting to estimate a short-term trend.  
Year Predicted Real GDP
2018 3 163 199 524 739.91
2019 3 201 614 549 479.83
2020 3 240 029 574 219.74
2021 3 278 444 598 959.65
2022 3 316 859 623 699.57
2023 3 355 274 648 439.48
2024 3 393 689 673 179.40
2025 3 432 104 697 919.31
2026 3 470 519 722 659.22
2027 3 508 934 747 399.14
2028 3 547 349 772 139.05
2029 3 585 764 796 878.96
2030 3 624 179 821 618.88
2031 3 662 594 846 358.79
2032 3 701 009 871 098.70
2033 3 739 424 895 838.62
2034 3 777 839 920 578.53
2035 3 816 254 945 318.44
2036 3 854 669 970 058.36
2037 3 893 084 994 798.27





Table 6.4: Real GDP Holt's parameters 
 
In Figure 6.2 below the actual real GDP and forecasted real GDP are plotted together with 
trend lines. Observing the trend lines, it is evident that these two graphs follow the same trend. 
As seen in the graph below, the line graphs of actual real GDP and predicted real GDP in the 
historical period 1986 to 2017 move collectively. The trend lines for both graphs display an 
upward positive trend within the historical and predicted values. This trend analysis plot 
illustrates that the Holt’s model fits closely with the actual data. 
 
Figure 6.2: Holt's forecasted and actual real GDP 
Table 6.5 below presents the forecasted values using Holt’s method for the South African 
population for the forecast period 2018 to 2038. The forecast approximates the South African 
population to reach 71 452 499 people by 2038. This prediction does not include any factors 
that may affect the number of people in the future, such as war, epidemics, natural calamities 
or migrations. These predicted population values for the period 2018 to 2038 show an annual 
average growth rate of 1.09%. This average annual growth rate is the same as that of real 
GDP, thus, it can be concluded from this observation that South African real GDP and 
population increase at the same average annual proportion for the forecast period, expected 
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Table 6.5: South African population forecasted values for 2018-2038 using Holt's method 
 
The optimal parameter alpha for the South African population using Holt’s method presented 
in Table 6.6 is 1, which shows that the forecasted population is more influenced by more recent 
historical data for the South African population when estimating final values. The optimal value 
of b is 1 in the case of South Africa’s population; this assumes that the trend changes rapidly 
form one period to the next, and this b value estimates that the future is certain because the 
errors in a trend estimation become less notable with the forecasting of more than one period 
ahead. This model is attempting to estimate a long-term trend.  
Table 6.6: South African population Holt's parameters 
 
In Figure 6.3 below, the actual South African population and forecasted population plotted 
together with associated trend lines are presented. Observing the trend lines, it is evident that 
these two graphs follow the same trend. As seen in the graph below the line graphs of actual 
population and predicted population in the historical period 1986 to 2017 move together. The 
trend lines for both graphs show an upward positive trend within the historical and predicted 




























values. The trend analysis plot illustrates that the model (Holt’s method) applied in this data 
fits closely with the actual data used to forecast. 
 
Figure 6.3: Holt's forecasted and actual South African population 
6.2.2 Forecast sheet results 
In this sub-section of vehicle ownership forecasts, the results from the Excel tool forecast 
sheet are presented. The purpose of the utilisation of this tool is to compare the outcomes to 
the previous forecasting method applied and the SPSS statistics tool results to follow. The 
comparison is done for a more accurate forecast of South Africa’s vehicle population, human 
population and real GDP.  
Table 6.7 below presents the results of the vehicle population forecast for the stated forecast 
period of the study, together with the lower and upper confidence bounds for each forecasted 
year. These confidence bounds define the range between which the forecasted vehicle 
population value is expected to lie; they represent the limits of the range. The vehicle 
population forecasts for each year within the forecast period are shown in Table 6.7. It can be 
observed from the table that by the year 2038 South Africa’s vehicle population according to 
the forecast sheet tool is predicted to be 15 516 278.  
This number of vehicles are predicted to increase at an average annual growth rate of 1.62% 
in the period 2018 to 2038.These values are forecasted with no other influencing variable 
included.  
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The forecasting sheet also produces the parameters alpha and beta, additionally it gives a 
parameter gamma, and these parameters are displayed in Table 6.8. The alpha for the South 
African vehicle population for the forecasting sheet tool outputs is 0.75, which shows that the 
forecasted vehicle population is impacted more by the recently observed historical data for 
South Africa’s vehicle population when estimating final values. The optimal value of b in this 
method is 0.75; this assumes that the trend changes at an average rate form one period to 
the next, and this b value estimates that the future of the vehicle population is not certain as 
the errors in a trend estimation become notable with the forecast of more than one period 
ahead. This model is attempting to estimate a short-term trend.  
In the forecast sheet is the gamma parameter, which is the seasonal component in the 
forecast. The gamma for the vehicle population is 0, thus meaning there is no seasonality 
within the vehicle population data given.  
Table 6.8: Vehicle population forecast sheet parameters 
 
Figure 6.4 displays the actual South African vehicle population and forecasted population 
plotted together with associated upper and lower confidence bound lines present. The forecast 
sheet tool applies exponential smoothing in the generating of a forecast, thus the graph below 
displays exponential trend lines. Observing the exponential trend lines, it is evident that these 
Years Forecast Lower Confidence Bound Upper Confidence Bound
2018 11,237,200 10,932,720 11,541,680
2019 11,451,154 10,902,499 11,999,809
2020 11,665,108 10,787,884 12,542,332
2021 11,879,062 10,613,272 13,144,852
2022 12,093,016 10,389,153 13,796,879
2023 12,306,970 10,121,492 14,492,448
2024 12,520,924 9,814,314 15,227,534
2025 12,734,877 9,470,611 15,999,144
2026 12,948,831 9,092,741 16,804,922
2027 13,162,785 8,682,635 17,642,935
2028 13,376,739 8,241,918 18,511,560
2029 13,590,693 7,771,984 19,409,402
2030 13,804,647 7,274,047 20,335,247
2031 14,018,601 6,749,179 21,288,022
2032 14,232,555 6,198,338 22,266,772
2033 14,446,509 5,622,381 23,270,636
2034 14,660,463 5,022,089 24,298,836
2035 14,874,416 4,398,171 25,350,662
2036 15,088,370 3,751,277 26,425,464
2037 15,302,324 3,082,007 27,522,641








two graphs follow the same trend. As seen in the graph below, the trend lines of actual vehicle 
population and predicted vehicle population in the historical period 1986 to 2017 move 
collectively. The trend lines for both graphs show a steady increasing positive trend within the 
historical and predicted values, the growth for 2037 and 2038 is predicted to be slower than 
that of prior years, this is shown by the flatter looking end of the forecast line. The trend 
analysis plot illustrates that the forecast sheet method applied in this data fits closely with the 
actual data used to forecast.  
 
Figure 6.4: Forecast sheet forecasted and actual vehicle population, with confidence bounds 
Table 6.9 presents the results of the South African real GDP for the stated forecast period of 
the study, together with the lower and upper confidence bounds for each forecasted year. The 
real GDP forecasts for each year within the forecast period are shown in Table 6.9 below, and 
it can be observed from this table that, by the year 2038 real GDP according to the forecast 
sheet tool is predicted to be 4 356 309 783 580.11 in the local currency.  
These real GDP values are predicted to increase at an average annual growth of 1.57% in the 
period 2018 to 2038. 
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Table 6.9: Real GDP forecasted values and confidence bounds for 2018-2038 using forecast sheet 
 
The parameters alpha, beta and gamma for the South African real GDP are displayed in  Table 
6.10. The alpha for the South African real GDP for the forecasting sheet tool outputs is 0.9, 
which shows that the forecasted real GDP is influenced more by the recent historical data 
observed for the South African vehicle population when estimating final values. The optimal 
value of b in this method is 0, and this assumes that the trend does not change from one 
period to the next. This b value estimates that the future of the real GDP is uncertain as the 
errors in the trend estimation become extremely notable with the forecasting of more than one 
period ahead. This model is attempting to estimate a short-term trend.  
In the forecast sheet, the gamma parameter is the seasonal component in the forecast. The 
gamma i for the real GDP is 0, thus meaning there is no seasonality within the real GDP data 
given.  
Table 6.10: Real GDP forecast sheet parameters 
 
In Figure 6.5 the actual South African real GDP and forecasted real GDP are plotted together, 
with associated upper and lower confidence bound lines. Observing the exponential trend 
lines, it is evident that these two graphs follow the same trend, as seen in the graph below 
where the trend lines of actual vehicle population and predicted vehicle population in the 
Year Forecast (Real GDP ) Lower Confidence Bound Upper Confidence Bound
2018 3,185,550,194,946.36 3,098,792,589,217.25 3,272,307,800,675.46
2019 3,244,088,174,378.04 3,127,309,697,724.18 3,360,866,651,031.91
2020 3,302,626,153,809.73 3,162,051,924,180.44 3,443,200,383,439.02
2021 3,361,164,133,241.42 3,200,233,708,882.25 3,522,094,557,600.59
2022 3,419,702,112,673.11 3,240,677,840,550.51 3,598,726,384,795.71
2023 3,478,240,092,104.80 3,282,755,067,963.71 3,673,725,116,245.89
2024 3,536,778,071,536.48 3,326,082,246,942.27 3,747,473,896,130.70
2025 3,595,316,050,968.17 3,370,405,596,393.98 3,820,226,505,542.36
2026 3,653,854,030,399.86 3,415,546,758,284.19 3,892,161,302,515.52
2027 3,712,392,009,831.55 3,461,374,728,246.16 3,963,409,291,416.94
2028 3,770,929,989,263.23 3,507,789,937,647.25 4,034,070,040,879.22
2029 3,829,467,968,694.92 3,554,714,616,892.24 4,104,221,320,497.60
2030 3,888,005,948,126.61 3,602,086,652,878.26 4,173,925,243,374.96
2031 3,946,543,927,558.30 3,649,855,506,780.30 4,243,232,348,336.30
2032 4,005,081,906,989.99 3,697,979,405,753.24 4,312,184,408,226.74
2033 4,063,619,886,421.67 3,746,423,354,007.70 4,380,816,418,835.65
2034 4,122,157,865,853.36 3,795,157,688,779.64 4,449,158,042,927.09
2035 4,180,695,845,285.05 3,844,157,009,172.44 4,517,234,681,397.66
2036 4,239,233,824,716.74 3,893,399,366,562.89 4,585,068,282,870.58
2037 4,297,771,804,148.43 3,942,865,642,517.48 4,652,677,965,779.37








historical period 1986 to 2017 move collectively. However, the rate at which each trend line 
moves is different. The trend lines for both graphs show an upward positive trend within the 
historical and predicted values, but the historical real GDP trend line increases at a higher rate 
and lies above the confidence bound. The trend analysis plot illustrates that the forecast sheet 
method applied in this data closely fits the data used to predict, as it still lies within forecast 
confidence bounds and moves in the same direction as the historical data trend line.  
 
Figure 6.5: Forecast sheet forecasted and actual real GDP, with confidence bounds 
Table 6.11 below presents the results of the South African population forecast for the stated 
forecast period of the study, together with the lower and upper confidence bounds for each 
forecasted year. The population forecasts for each year within the forecast period are shown 
in Table 6.11 below, and as  can be observed from the given table,, by the year 2038 South 
Africa’s human population according to the forecast sheet tool is predicted to be 71 213 365 
people.  
The population  is predicted to increase at an average annual growth rate of 1.08% in the 
period 2018 to 2038.The forecasted population numbers are forecasted with no other 
influencing variable included.  
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Table 6.11: South African population forecasted values and confidence bounds for 2018-2038 using 
forecast sheet 
 
The parameters alpha and beta and gamma for the South African population are displayed in 
Table 6.12 below. The alpha for the South African population extracted from the forecasting 
sheet tool outputs is 1, and this is the highest value alpha can take. This population alpha 
shows that the forecasted population is altered more by the recently observed historical data 
for the South African population when estimating final values in the forecast period. The 
optimal value of b in this method is 0.1, and this assumes that the trend does not show a 
significant change from one period to the next. This b value estimates that the future of the 
population is uncertain, as the errors in the trend of the forecasted values become extremely 
notable with the forecast of more than one period ahead. This beta value concludes that the 
model is attempting to estimate a short-term trend.  
In the forecast sheet, the gamma parameter is the seasonal component in the forecast. The 
gamma in the result for the population is 0, thus meaning there is no seasonality within the 
population data given.  
  
Years Forecast (South African Population) Lower Confidence Bound Upper Confidence Bound
2018 57,407,427 57,196,150.16 57,618,704.71
2019 58,097,724 57,784,106.78 58,411,341.85
2020 58,788,021 58,385,271.90 59,190,770.49
2021 59,478,318 58,991,423.65 59,965,212.50
2022 60,168,615 59,599,573.21 60,737,656.71
2023 60,858,912 60,208,289.83 61,509,533.84
2024 61,549,209 60,816,786.29 62,281,631.15
2025 62,239,506 61,424,591.88 63,054,419.32
2026 62,929,802 62,031,409.88 63,828,195.08
2027 63,620,099 62,637,046.83 64,603,151.90
2028 64,310,396 63,241,374.06 65,379,418.43
2029 65,000,693 63,844,305.35 66,157,080.90
2030 65,690,990 64,445,783.17 66,936,196.85
2031 66,381,287 65,045,769.92 67,716,803.85
2032 67,071,584 65,644,242.13 68,498,925.41
2033 67,761,881 66,241,186.45 69,282,574.85
2034 68,452,178 66,836,596.94 70,067,758.13
2035 69,142,474 67,430,473.08 70,854,475.74
2036 69,832,771 68,022,818.38 71,642,724.20
2037 70,523,068 68,613,639.31 72,432,497.04





Table 6.12: South African population forecast sheet parameters 
 
In Figure 6.6 below, the historical South African population and forecasted population are 
plotted together with associated upper and lower confidence bound lines, which from the graph 
are shown to not have much of a difference between the forecasted and the bound values. 
Observing the exponential trend lines, it is evident that these two graphs follow the same trend, 
as seen in the graph below the trend lines of historical population and predicted population in 
the historical period 1986 to 2017 move together (both are increasing).  
However, the rate at which the trend lines move differs. The trend lines for both graphs show 
an upward positive trend within the historical and predicted values, but the historical population 
trend line increases at a higher rate and lies above the confidence bound. The trend analysis 
plot illustrates that the forecast sheet method applied in this data closely fits the data used to 
predict forecasted values, as the forecasted population trend line still lies within forecast 
confidence bounds and moves in the same direction as the historical data trend line.  
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6.2.3 SPSS Results  
This sub-section is similar to those above, and provides the forecasted results of the 
components involved in SPSS forecasting tool. SPSS automatically matches the data to the 
most appropriate model when analysing the data for forecasting.   
Table 6.13 below presents the results of the vehicle population forecast for the stated forecast 
period of the study, together with the lower and upper confidence bounds for each forecasted 
year. The vehicle population forecasts for each year within the forecast period are shown in 
the table , where it can be observed that by the year 2038 the vehicle population according to 
the SPSS forecasting function is predicted to be 16 013 065.  
The number of vehicles is predicted to increase at an average annual growth rate of 1.75% in 
the period 2018 to 2038.These values are forecasted with no other influencing variable 
included.  
Table 6.13: Vehicle population forecasted values and confidence levels for 2018-2038 using SPSS 
 
The exponential smoothing model parameters for the vehicle population are presented below 
in Table 6.14. SPSS fitted the vehicle population data to a Brown forecasting model, this model 
Forecast UCL LCL
2018 11,251,881 11,537,103 10,966,658
2019 11,489,940 12,034,463 10,945,417
2020 11,727,999 12,577,806 10,878,192
2021 11,966,058 13,161,666 10,770,451
2022 12,204,118 13,781,949 10,626,286
2023 12,442,177 14,435,547 10,448,807
2024 12,680,236 15,120,015 10,240,458
2025 12,918,295 15,833,371 10,003,220
2026 13,156,354 16,573,970 9,738,739
2027 13,394,414 17,340,415 9,448,412
2028 13,632,473 18,131,506 9,133,439
2029 13,870,532 18,946,193 8,794,871
2030 14,108,591 19,783,551 8,433,632
2031 14,346,651 20,642,754 8,050,547
2032 14,584,710 21,523,061 7,646,359
2033 14,822,769 22,423,801 7,221,737
2034 15,060,828 23,344,364 6,777,292
2035 15,298,887 24,284,191 6,313,584
2036 15,536,947 25,242,767 5,831,126
2037 15,775,006 26,219,617 5,330,395







uses two different smoothed series centred at different points in time, similar to the Holt’s 
method. 
In table 6.14 the estimate of the alpha (level and trend) is given as 0.813. This population 
alpha level shows that the forecasted vehicles are altered more by the recently observed 
historical data for South African population when estimating final values in the forecast period. 
The alpha trend is also 0.813 and assumes that the trend shows a rapid change from one 
period to the next. This trend estimates that the future of vehicles is certain, as the errors in 
the trend of the forecasted values become less notable with the forecasting of more than one 
period ahead. This trend value concludes that the model is attempting to estimate a long-term 
trend for the South African vehicle forecasts.  
All of the model’s parameter shows to be statistically significant at the level 5%, p-value (sig) 
< 0.05. 
Table 6.14: Vehicle population SPSS parameters 
 
In Figure 6.7 below, the historical South African vehicle population and forecasted vehicle 
population are plotted together with associated upper and lower confidence bound lines. 
Observing the forecast fit line, it is evident that these two graphs follow the same trend. As 
seen in the graph below the fit line and the forecast line move jointly. The trend analysis plot 
illustrates that the SPSS forecasting method applied in this data closely fits the data used to 
predict forecasted values, as the forecasted vehicle population lies within the confidence 
bounds.  
Estimate SE t Sig.
Vehicle Population-Model_1 No Transformation Alpha (Level and Trend) 0.813 0.088 9.259 0.000







Figure 6.7: SPSS forecasted and actual South African population, with confidence level and fit 
Table 6.15 below presents the results of the South African real GDP in local currency forecast 
for the stated forecast period of the study, together with the lower and upper confidence 
bounds for each forecasted year. It can be observed from the given table that, by the year 
2038 real GDP in local currency according to the SPSS forecasting function is predicted to be 
3 883 705 362 363,34.  
This value of real GDP in local currency is calculated at an average annual growth of 1.03% 
in the period 2018 to 2038.This forecasted values are forecasted with no other influencing 






Table 6.15: Real GDP forecasted values and confidence levels for 2018-2038 using SPSS 
 
The exponential smoothing model parameters for South African real GDP is presented below 
in Table 6.16. SPSS fitted the real GDP data to a Brown’s linear exponential smoothing model, 
which is a simple trend model and makes use of two smoothing series positioned at varying 
points in the forecast period. The forecasting formula used in the generation of the forecast 
values is based on an extrapolation of a line through the two positions. The Brown’s model is 
similar to the Holt’s model. 
In the table the estimate of the alpha (level and trend) is given as 1. This population alpha 
level shows that the forecasted population is altered more by the recently observed historical 
data for South African population when estimating final values in the forecast period. The alpha 
trend is also 1 in the given table, and this assumes that the trend shows a rapid change from 
one period to the next. This trend estimates that the future of the population is certain, as the 
errors in the trend of the forecasted values become less notable with the forecasting of more 
than one period ahead. This trend value concludes that the model is attempting to estimate a 
long-term trend for the South African population forecasts.  
Forecast UCL LCL
2018 3,160,662,338,397.51 3,242,658,306,639.96 3,078,666,370,155.06
2019 3,196,814,489,595.80 3,361,737,628,493.47 3,031,891,350,698.14
2020 3,232,966,640,794.09 3,496,482,642,972.96 2,969,450,638,615.22
2021 3,269,118,791,992.38 3,644,940,131,154.98 2,893,297,452,829.79
2022 3,305,270,943,190.68 3,805,668,628,658.22 2,804,873,257,723.13
2023 3,341,423,094,388.97 3,977,586,903,905.66 2,705,259,284,872.28
2024 3,377,575,245,587.26 4,159,851,757,380.26 2,595,298,733,794.26
2025 3,413,727,396,785.55 4,351,783,633,849.46 2,475,671,159,721.65
2026 3,449,879,547,983.84 4,552,820,388,053.58 2,346,938,707,914.11
2027 3,486,031,699,182.13 4,762,487,234,828.11 2,209,576,163,536.15
2028 3,522,183,850,380.43 4,980,376,372,799.06 2,063,991,327,961.79
2029 3,558,336,001,578.72 5,206,132,653,396.92 1,910,539,349,760.51
2030 3,594,488,152,777.01 5,439,443,184,635.19 1,749,533,120,918.83
2031 3,630,640,303,975.30 5,680,029,588,402.42 1,581,251,019,548.18
2032 3,666,792,455,173.59 5,927,642,102,886.04 1,405,942,807,461.14
2033 3,702,944,606,371.88 6,182,055,002,475.64 1,223,834,210,268.12
2034 3,739,096,757,570.17 6,443,062,980,330.71 1,035,130,534,809.63
2035 3,775,248,908,768.47 6,710,478,248,704.71 840,019,568,832.23
2036 3,811,401,059,966.76 6,984,128,184,039.70 638,673,935,893.82
2037 3,847,553,211,165.05 7,263,853,392,125.04 431,253,030,205.06
2038 3,883,705,362,363.34 7,549,506,101,765.36 217,904,622,961.32
Forecast
Model





All of the model’s parameter shows to be statistically significant at the level 5%, p-value (sig) 
< 0.05. 
Table 6.16: Real GDP SPSS parameters 
 
In Figure 6.8 below, the historical South African real GDP and forecasted real GDP are plotted 
together with associated upper and lower confidence bound lines. Observing the forecast fit 
line, it is evident that these two graphs follow the same trend, as seen in the graph below 
where the fit line and the forecast line move jointly. The trend analysis plot illustrates that the 
SPSS forecasting method applied in this data closely fits the data used to predict forecasted 
values, as the forecasted vehicle population lies within the confidence bounds.  
 
Figure 6.8: SPSS forecasted and actual real GDP, with confidence levels and fit 
Table 6.17 below presents the results of the South African population forecast for the stated 
forecast period of the study, together with the lower and upper confidence bounds for each 
forecasted year. It can be observed from the given table that by the year 2038 South Africa’s 
population according to the SPSS forecasting function is predicted to be 71 452 500 people.  
This value of the South African population is calculated at an average annual growth of 1.09% 
in the period 2018 to 2038.This forecasted values are forecasted with no other influencing 
variable included.  
Estimate SE t Sig.
SA Real 







0.873 0.087 10.035 0.000






Table 6.17: South African population forecasted values and confidence levels for 2018-2038 using 
SPSS 
 
The exponential smoothing model parameters for the South African population are presented 
below in Table 6.18. SPSS fitted the population data to a Brown’s linear exponential smoothing 
model as with the real GDP above.  
In the table the estimate of the alpha (level and trend) is given as 1, and this population alpha 
level shows that the forecasted population is altered more by the recently observed historical 
data for South African population when estimating final values in the forecast period. The alpha 
trend is also 1 in the given table, this assumes that the trend shows a rapid change from one 
period to the next. This trend estimates that the future of the population is certain, as the errors 
in the trend of the forecasted values become less notable with the forecasting of more than 
one period ahead. This trend value concludes that the model is attempting to estimate a long-
term trend for the South African population forecasts.  
All of the model’s parameters are shown to be statistically significant at the level 5%, p-value 
(sig) < 0.05. 
Forecast UCL LCL
2018 57418839 57490931.64 57346746.46
2019 58120522 58281725.89 57959318.31
2020 58822205 59091950.59 58552459.71
2021 59523888 59918755.00 59129021.39
2022 60225571 60760223.36 59690919.13
2023 60927254 61614972.63 60239535.96
2024 61628937 62481946.89 60775927.79
2025 62330620 63360306.70 61300934.09
2026 63032303 64249364.22 61815242.66
2027 63733986 65148542.63 62319430.35
2028 64435670 66057349.20 62813989.88
2029 65137353 66975356.70 63299348.48
2030 65839036 67902190.10 63775881.18
2031 66540719 68837516.71 64243920.66
2032 67242402 69781038.83 64703764.64
2033 67944085 70732487.97 65155681.60
2034 68645768 71691620.41 65599915.26
2035 69347451 72658213.58 66036688.18
2036 70049134 73632063.21 66466204.65
2037 70750817 74612980.92 66888653.04








Table 6.18: South African population SPSS parameters 
 
In Figure 6.9 below, the historical South African population and forecasted population are 
plotted together with associated upper and lower confidence bound lines. Observing the 
forecast fit line, it is evident that these two graphs follow the same trend. As seen in the graph 
below the fit line and the forecast line move jointly. The trend analysis plot illustrates that the 
SPSS forecasting method applied in this data closely fits the data used to predict forecasted 
values, as the forecasted vehicle population lies within the confidence bounds.  
 
Figure 6.9:  SPSS forecasted and actual South African population, with confidence levels and fit 
6.2.4 Comparison and conclusion of forecast models and methods for vehicle forecasting  
The historical data used in each forecasting method or model is the same; however the 
forecast results from each model or method applied differ, though the difference is not notable 
in some instances. The different forecast results are to be expected, as each model applies 
different formulas to smooth out the historical data in producing the forecasts. Below, Table 
6.19 compares the outcomes of each model for each variable forecasted.  
Evaluating the vehicle population forecast results from all three of the applied methods, 
namely Holt’s method, the forecasting sheet tool and the SPSS statistics software, it can be 
observed that the Holt’s method and SPSS results are approximately similar, with negligible 










1.000 0.017 60.205 0.000






differences. Analysing the graphical representation of these forecasted values, it is noted that 
the graphs move in similar and close pattern. The average growth rates of the methods have 
a small difference, with the Holt’s method growing vehicle population at an average annual 
growth rate of 1.68%, forecast sheet at 1.62% and SPSS at 1.75%.Thus, the forecast sheet 
line is forecasted below the two graphs forecasting a lower vehicle population. The forecast 
sheet has under forecasted in comparison to the other two methods. 
It can be concluded that the vehicle population in South Africa approximated at an average of 
16 000 627 vehicles in 2038. Averaged from the predicted vehicles in 2038 for the three 
methods. 
Table 6.19: Holt’s method vs forecast sheet vs SPSS forecasted vehicle population 
 
Years Holt's method Forecast SPSS
2018 11 272 354 11 237 200 11 251 881
2019 11 532 363 11 451 154 11 489 940
2020 11 792 373 11 665 108 11 727 999
2021 12 052 382 11 879 062 11 966 058
2022 12 312 391 12 093 016 12 204 118
2023 12 572 400 12 306 970 12 442 177
2024 12 832 410 12 520 924 12 680 236
2025 13 092 419 12 734 877 12 918 295
2026 13 352 428 12 948 831 13 156 354
2027 13 612 437 13 162 785 13 394 414
2028 13 872 447 13 376 739 13 632 473
2029 14 132 456 13 590 693 13 870 532
2030 14 392 465 13 804 647 14 108 591
2031 14 652 474 14 018 601 14 346 651
2032 14 912 484 14 232 555 14 584 710
2033 15 172 493 14 446 509 14 822 769
2034 15 432 502 14 660 463 15 060 828
2035 15 692 511 14 874 416 15 298 887
2036 15 952 521 15 088 370 15 536 947
2037 16 212 530 15 302 324 15 775 006







Figure 6.10: Holt’s method vs forecast sheet vs SPSS forecasted vehicle population 
Table 6.20 and Figure 6.11 for the real GDP are presented below, comparing the three 
forecasting methods. Studying these real GDP forecast results from all three of the applied 
methods, the results show that the Holt’s method and SPSS results from the forecast are 
approximately similar with minor differences. Analysing the graphical representation of these 
forecasted values, the Holt’s and SPSS line graphs move jointly and display the same pattern; 
however, the forecast sheet line is above the two graphs forecasting a much higher real GDP. 
The forecast sheet appears to overestimate the forecasts. This is the result of the 1.57% 
annual average growth rate, compared to the low rates of 1.09%  and 1.03% average growth 
rates for the Holt’s and SPSS results respectively. 
It can be concluded that the real GDP for South Africa is expected to lie between 3 883 705 
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Table 6.20: Holt’s method vs forecast sheet vs SPSS forecasted real GDP 
 
 
Figure 6.11: Holt’s method vs forecast sheet vs SPSS forecasted real GDP 
Table 6.21 and Figure 6.12, comparing the results from the three methods for the South 
African population forecasts, are presented below. It is observed from these results that all 
Years Holt's method Forecast sheet SPSS
2018 3 163 199 524 739,91 3 185 550 194 946,36 3 160 662 338 397,51
2019 3 201 614 549 479,83 3 244 088 174 378,04 3 196 814 489 595,80
2020 3 240 029 574 219,74 3 302 626 153 809,73 3 232 966 640 794,09
2021 3 278 444 598 959,65 3 361 164 133 241,42 3 269 118 791 992,38
2022 3 316 859 623 699,57 3 419 702 112 673,11 3 305 270 943 190,68
2023 3 355 274 648 439,48 3 478 240 092 104,80 3 341 423 094 388,97
2024 3 393 689 673 179,40 3 536 778 071 536,48 3 377 575 245 587,26
2025 3 432 104 697 919,31 3 595 316 050 968,17 3 413 727 396 785,55
2026 3 470 519 722 659,22 3 653 854 030 399,86 3 449 879 547 983,84
2027 3 508 934 747 399,14 3 712 392 009 831,55 3 486 031 699 182,13
2028 3 547 349 772 139,05 3 770 929 989 263,23 3 522 183 850 380,43
2029 3 585 764 796 878,96 3 829 467 968 694,92 3 558 336 001 578,72
2030 3 624 179 821 618,88 3 888 005 948 126,61 3 594 488 152 777,01
2031 3 662 594 846 358,79 3 946 543 927 558,30 3 630 640 303 975,30
2032 3 701 009 871 098,70 4 005 081 906 989,99 3 666 792 455 173,59
2033 3 739 424 895 838,62 4 063 619 886 421,67 3 702 944 606 371,88
2034 3 777 839 920 578,53 4 122 157 865 853,36 3 739 096 757 570,17
2035 3 816 254 945 318,44 4 180 695 845 285,05 3 775 248 908 768,47
2036 3 854 669 970 058,36 4 239 233 824 716,74 3 811 401 059 966,76
2037 3 893 084 994 798,27 4 297 771 804 148,43 3 847 553 211 165,05
2038 3 931 500 019 538,18 4 356 309 783 580,11 3 883 705 362 363,34
South African real GDP forecast
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three methods or models show approximately similar forecasts with small differences. 
Furthermore, the graphical representation of these forecasted values shows that all three line 
graphs move conjointly and display the same pattern. The annual average growth rates of the 
variables are similar and therefore the line graphs display the same pattern. The line for the 
Holt’s method moves at an average growth rate of 1.09%, forecast sheet at 1.08% and lastly 
the SPSS line moves at 1.09%.  
It can be concluded that South Africa’s population is approximated at an average of 71 372 
788 people in the year 2038. Averaged from the predicted values of the three forecasts. The 
population will lie between 71 213 365 and 71 452 500 people by the year 2038.  
Table 6.21: Holt’s method vs forecast sheet vs SPSS forecasted South African population 
 
Years Holt's method Forecast sheet SPSS
2018 57 418 839 57 407 427 57 418 839
2019 58 120 522 58 097 724 58 120 522
2020 58 822 205 58 788 021 58 822 205
2021 59 523 888 59 478 318 59 523 888
2022 60 225 571 60 168 615 60 225 571
2023 60 927 254 60 858 912 60 927 254
2024 61 628 937 61 549 209 61 628 937
2025 62 330 620 62 239 506 62 330 620
2026 63 032 303 62 929 802 63 032 303
2027 63 733 986 63 620 099 63 733 986
2028 64 435 669 64 310 396 64 435 670
2029 65 137 352 65 000 693 65 137 353
2030 65 839 035 65 690 990 65 839 036
2031 66 540 718 66 381 287 66 540 719
2032 67 242 401 67 071 584 67 242 402
2033 67 944 084 67 761 881 67 944 085
2034 68 645 767 68 452 178 68 645 768
2035 69 347 450 69 142 474 69 347 451
2036 70 049 133 69 832 771 70 049 134
2037 70 750 816 70 523 068 70 750 817
2038 71 452 499 71 213 365 71 452 500






Figure 6.12: Holt’s method vs forecast sheet vs SPSS forecasted South African population 
To measure the goodness of fit of the models, the root mean squared errors (RMSE) of the 
models are represented in Table 6.22 below. The RMSE indicates the absolute fit of the model 
to the data – how close the observed data points are to the predicted values of the applied 
model. The lower the values of the RMSE the better the fit, giving a good measure of the 
accuracy of the model prediction. 
The table below shows that both the vehicle population forecasts and South African real GDP 
are better measured by the forecast sheet tool, as this gives the lowest RMSE values for the 
variables. The South African population is better fitted by the SPSS statistics software forecast 
function (Brown’s linear exponential smoothing model) according to this analysis; as stated in 
the table this model gives the lowest RMSE value.  
Table 6.22: Vehicle population, real GDP and South African population RMSE for all three forecast 
methods 
  
Therefore, it can be concluded that though the different models yield different forecast values 
with minimal difference in value, all forecasts display an upward increasing pattern. 
Consequently, an increase in vehicle population, real GDP and South African population is 




















South African population forecast comparison 
Holt's method Forecast sheet SPSS
Holt's method Forecast sheet SPSS
Vehicle population 142 880,54 106 446,10 136 650,31
South African real GDP 40 239 082 947,63 38 483 754 257,11 40 203 690 928,02
South African population 137 498,63 85 103,00 35 347,94





CHAPTER 7: VEHICLE OWNERSHIP MODEL 
7.1. Vehicle ownership  
The purpose of this section is to present the results from the vehicle household ownership 
estimation.  
A household vehicles ownership model is estimated to determine the probability of owning 
zero, one or two or more household vehicles. The NHTS 2013 data was used to estimate the 
model. Table 6.23 shows the frequencies of responses obtained from the NHTS, there is a 
low vehicle accessibility in South Africa as most of the population is poor and do not have the 
financial capabilities of owning a vehicle. A multinomial logistics regression model (MNL) is 
used and the reference category is households owning zero vehicles. This means the results 
should be interpreted against this reference category. 
Table 6.23: National Household Travel Survey 2013 household vehicle access summary 
 
Own table source (Statistics South Africa, 2014a) 
Four explanatory variables that are considered to have an influence on the choice of 
household vehicle ownership, including: (a) include main dwelling, (b) income quintiles, (c) 
total household expenses and (d) geographical location. Statistics Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) is used in estimating the multinomial logistics regression model. 
Table 6.24 identifies whether there is a relationship present between the number of vehicles 
owned by households and the identified independent variables. The chi-square serves as a 
basis for the testing of the strength relationship (Bayaga, 2010). The hypothesis for the null 
model is that the variables do not influence number of vehicles owned, while the alternative 
hypothesis indicates that the number of vehicles owned are statistically influenced by the 
independent variables. 
In this analysis the probability of the model chi-square (16105,985) was 0.000, less than the 
significance level 0.05 (p=0.000, < 0.05), therefore indicating that the final model including the 
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without independent variables. The null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that in this 
model there is evidence supporting the notion that there is a relationship between the number 
of vehicles owned by households and the identified independent variables. 
Table 6.24: Model fitting information 
 
Table 6.25 presents a portion of the case processing summary table that includes all variables, 
response (dependent) variables and explanatory variables. It is observed that the number of 
valid observations used within the model is 40 107, distributed amongst the three categories 
of household vehicle ownership. The marginal percentage column shows the portion of the 
valid observations obtained in each response variable group; 75.4% of the valid cases own 
no vehicles, 15.3% of the valid cases own one vehicle and 9.3% own two or more vehicles.  
Table 6.25: Case processing summary 
 
Subpopulation 
Subpopulation addresses the number of subpopulations that are contained within the data. 
The subpopulation a part of the total population data, includes one combination of the 
explanatory variables specified for this model. The footnote in Table 6.25 indicates how many 
of the combinations of the explanatory variables consist of records that have the same value 
in the response variable. In this model there are 147 combinations that are found in the data 
and 38 of the combinations are observed with the same response variable categories.  
-2 Log 
Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig.
Intercept Only 17247,542


























Missing Cases  
Missing specifies the number of cases in the data where data is missing for the response 
variable and any of the explanatory variables. In the model, it is found that there are 117 166 
cases in the dataset with missing data. Scales can still be calculated if at least two thirds of 
the cases are complete(Bayaga, 2010) .A category of “unspecified”, “do not know” or “refuse” 
are not valid decisions with regards to this data analysis, it is considered as missing and set 
as such in SPSS. 
By chance accuracy 
The proportional by chance accuracy can be calculated by estimating the share of the cases 
for each group, based on the number of cases in each of the response variables. This is 
calculated by summing the squared proportion of cases in each group. In the case of the 
abovementioned cases the chance accuracy is (0.754² + 0.153² + 0.093²) = 0.600574 
= 60.01%. The benchmark that is used to characterise the multinomial logistics regression 
model as useful is a 25% improvement over the calculated rate of accuracy reached by chance 
(Bayaga, 2010). The proportional by chance accuracy criterion is: (1.25 * 0.600574)*100 = 
75.07%. This proportion rate is compared with the overall percentage of the final model. 
Pseudo R-square 
SPSS calculates three pseudo R-square values for logistics regression (Table 6.26). The 
pseudo R-square is a statistically produced ordinary least squares (OLS) regression and is a 
correlation measure computed by multinomial logistics regression, which attempts to estimate 
the strength of the relationship of the model or provide the amount of variance explained in 
the household vehicle ownership by the independent variables included in the model. 
The Cox and Snell is based on log-likelihoods and considers sample size; Nagelkerke adjusts 
Cox and Snell so the value of 1 can be realised; and Mcfadden is the transformation of the 
likelihood ratio statistic intended to mimic an R-square. The pseudo R-squared presented in 
Table 6.26 suggests that the model including number of vehicles owned by households and 
independent variables is a better fit, than a model with just the number of vehicles owned by 
household as a variable. These statistics are most useful in the comparison of competing 
models for the same data. 
Table 6.26: Pseudo R-Square 
 








7.1.1.  Evaluating the usefulness of the model 
The pseudo R-square provides a measure of the magnitude of association between household 
vehicle ownership and the independent variables. However, it fails to provide the accuracy or 
errors in the model. Table 6.27 compares the successful predictions of households owning 0, 
1, 2+ vehicles to number of households owning 0, 1 or 2+ actually observed. This assesses 
the fit of the model to the data.  
The by chance accuracy rate was computed above by calculating the proportion of the cases 
for each group based on the number of cases in each group and then summing and squaring 
the proportion of cases in each group. This by chance accuracy calculation gave 75.07%; the 
benchmark used in the multinomial model is a 25% improvement over the rate achieved by 
chance accuracy. Therefore, the classification rate in the study should be at least 25% more 
than the proportion by chance accuracy of 60.01% for the multinomial logistics regression to 
be satisfactory. 
Table 6.27 shows that the overall classification accuracy rate is 79.5%, which is greater than 
the proportional by chance accuracy rate criterion calculated as 75.07%, this suggests that 
the criterion is satisfied and the model is acceptable.  
Table 6.27: Classification table 
 
7.1.2.  Relationship between the independent variables and dependent variable  
A further analysis of the relationship of the number of vehicles owned by households and the 
identified independent variables is conducted using the likelihood ratio tests, which evaluate 
the overall relationship between the number of vehicles owned by households and each 
individual independent variable. Table 6.28 presents the likelihood ratio tests for the model 
and displays the significance of each individual independent variable.  
Observations of the table show that each of the independent variables has a p-value of 0.00, 




0 29078 932 240 96,1%
1 4006 1382 743 22,5%
2+ 1185 1126 1415 38,0%
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number of vehicles owned by households and each of the independent variables, and as a 
result of these relationships all four of these variables should be included in the model.  
Though these relationships exist between the dependent and independent variables, it does 
not mean that each independent variable is statistically significant. 
Table 6.28: Likelihood ratio tests 
 
7.1.3.  Model estimation 
Table 6.29 shows the parameter estimate results from the multinomial model, together with 
the statistically significant (according to the chi-squared tests) predictor variables obtained 
from the analysis. This table also shows the coefficient estimates (B), standard errors, the 














Model Chi-Square df Sig.
Intercept 1141.557a 0,000 0
Main_Dwelling 1839,022 697,465 4 0,000
Household_Inc_Quintiles 3681,275 2539,718 8 0,000
Geo_Location 1158,910 17,352 4 0,002
Household_Expenses 4723,402 3581,844 6 0,000
The chi-square statistic is the difference in -2 log-likelihoods between the final model and a 








Table 6.29: Parameter Estimates 
 
Lower Bound Upper Bound
Intercept 0,640 0,385 2,758 1 0,097
[Main_Dwelling=Fornal 
Dwelling]
0,602 0,377 2,554 1 0,110 1,826 0,873 3,823
[Main_Dwelling=Informal 
Dwelling]




-1,829 0,062 860,753 1 0,000 0,161 0,142 0,181
[Household_Inc_Quintiles
=R395.11-R828]
-1,665 0,055 919,159 1 0,000 0,189 0,170 0,211
[Household_Inc_Quintiles
=R828.33-R1 600]
-1,333 0,050 724,749 1 0,000 0,264 0,239 0,290
[Household_Inc_Quintiles
=R1 601-R4 017]




[Geo_Location=Metro] 0,167 0,043 15,034 1 0,000 1,182 1,086 1,285




-2,877 0,123 546,606 1 0,000 0,056 0,044 0,072
[Household_Expenses=R
400-R1 799]
-2,263 0,079 825,407 1 0,000 0,104 0,089 0,121
[Household_Expenses=R
1 800-R9 999]
-1,063 0,075 203,243 1 0,000 0,345 0,298 0,400
[Household_Expenses=R
10 000 or more]
0b 0
Intercept 0,676 0,774 0,762 1 0,383
[Main_Dwelling=Fornal 
Dwelling]
1,364 0,769 3,147 1 0,076 3,912 0,867 17,662
[Main_Dwelling=Informal 
Dwelling]




-2,724 0,111 605,423 1 0,000 0,066 0,053 0,082
[Household_Inc_Quintiles
=R395.11-R828]
-2,554 0,090 803,618 1 0,000 0,078 0,065 0,093
[Household_Inc_Quintiles
=R828.33-R1 600]
-2,196 0,073 894,792 1 0,000 0,111 0,096 0,128
[Household_Inc_Quintiles
=R1 601-R4 017]




[Geo_Location=Metro] 0,090 0,065 1,940 1 0,164 1,094 0,964 1,242




-4,467 0,224 396,329 1 0,000 0,011 0,007 0,018
[Household_Expenses=R
400-R1 799]
-3,972 0,094 1799,021 1 0,000 0,019 0,016 0,023
[Household_Expenses=R
1 800-R9 999]
-2,021 0,074 750,651 1 0,000 0,133 0,115 0,153
[Household_Expenses=R




a. The reference category is: .00.
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.
Parameter Estimates
Car_Householda B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B)





The Wald Statistics and the significance value (p-value) are used to test the significance of 
each independent variable. In this model, they test if the independent variables can 
significantly distinguish the number of vehicles owned in a household (1, 2+ vehicles) against 
the reference category, which is households with 0 vehicle ownership. 
The estimated coefficients are a measure of change in the logit for a one-unit change in the 
predictor variable, with all other predictors remaining constant. A positive estimated coefficient 
indicates an increase in the probability that a household will own 1, 2 or more vehicles, and a 
negative estimated parameter indicates that there is less probability that ownership of 1 or 2+ 
vehicles per household will occur.  
The p-value (Sig.) shows whether a change in the predictor variable significantly alters the 
logit at the acceptance level (95%). If the p-value of an estimate is higher than the accepted 
confidence level, then there is unsatisfactory evidence that a change in the predictor affects 
the response category regarding the reference category.  
The parameter estimates table found in table 6.29 shows that significant predictor variables at 
95% (p-value < 0.05) include the following: all four income quintiles on all categories 1 and 2+ 
vehicle ownership households, while main dwelling shows no significance in any of the 
dependent variable categories of household vehicle ownership. All total household 
expenditure ranges are significant in all categories 1 and 2+ vehicle ownership households, 
whereas geographical location Metro, Urban and Rural categories are significant only for 1 
vehicle households. Therefore, the interpretation of the model will focus on these significant 
variables.  
The Exp (B), also known as the odds ratio is the predicted change in odds for a unit increase 
in the independent variables. The “Exp” refers to exponential value of B. When the value of 
Exp (B) is less than 1, it indicates that the likelihood of an event occurring is less likely for the 
response category (dependent variable) than the selected reference category of an 
independent variable. When the value Exp (B) is bigger than 1, it indicates that the likelihood 
of an event occurring is more likely for the response category (dependent variable) than the 
selected reference category of an independent variable. 
Household monthly income quintiles: 
Analysing household monthly income quintile 1 (R0-R395) it can be deduced that, when 
holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a monthly income within quintile 
1 (R0-R395) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,161 times less likely than 
that of households with a monthly income within quintile 5 (R4 023-R222 000). The regression 





vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within quintile 1 decreases 
by 0.161. 
Again the odds of households with a monthly income within quintile 1, owning 2 vehicles rather 
than 0 vehicles, is 0.066 times less likely than households with a monthly income within quintile 
5 (R4 023-R222 000). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as 
South African households owning 2 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the 
household falling within quintile 1 decreases by 0.066. 
The Exp (B) of household monthly income quintile 2 (R395.11-R828) is 0.189. It can be 
assumed that, when holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a monthly 
income within quintile 2 (R395.11-R828) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 
0,189 times less likely than that of households with a monthly income within quintile 5 (R4 023-
R222 000). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African 
households owning 1 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling 
within quintile 2 decreases by 0.189. 
The odds ratio of household monthly income quintile 2 (R395.11-R828) is 0.189. It can be 
assumed that, when holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a monthly 
income within quintile 2 (R395.11-R828) owning 2 or more vehicles rather than owning 0 
vehicles, is 0,078 times less likely than that of households with a monthly income within quintile 
5 (R4 023-R222 000). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as 
South African households owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of 
the household falling within quintile 2 decreases by 0.078. 
The value of Exp (B) of household monthly income quintile 3 (R828.33-R1 600) is 0.264. It 
can be assumed that, when holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a 
monthly income within quintile 3 (R828.33-R1 600) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 
vehicles, is 0,264 times less likely than that of households with a monthly income within quintile 
5 (R4 023-R222 000). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as 
South African households owning 1 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the 
household falling within quintile 2 decreases by 0.264. 
Whereas, again holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a monthly 
income within quintile 3 (R828.33-R1 600) owning 2 or more vehicles rather than owning 0 
vehicles, is 0,111 times less likely than that of households with a monthly income within quintile 
5 (R4 023-R222 000). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as 
South African households owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of 





The Exp (B) of household monthly income quintile 4 (R1 600.01-R4 017) is 0.450. When 
holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a monthly income within quintile 
4 (R1 600.01-R4 017) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,450 times less 
likely than that of households with a monthly income within quintile 5 (R4 023-R222 000). The 
regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African households 
owning 1 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within quintile 2 
decreases by 0.450. 
Holding other variables constant, the odds for households with a monthly income within 
quintile 4 (R1 600.01-R4 017) owning 2 or more vehicles rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 
0,250 times less likely than that of households with a monthly income within quintile 5 (R4 023-
R222 000). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African 
households owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of the household 
falling within quintile 2 decreases by 0.250. 
In conclusion, the analysis on the odds ratio values of the significant household income 
quintiles shows that households within household income quintile 1 (R0-R395), have the least 
likelihood of owning 1 vehicle, with an odds of 0.161, and the least likelihood of owning 2 or 
more vehicles with an odds ratio of 0.066, compared to owning 0 vehicles. This conclusion is 
supported by the graphs in Chapter 3 on the data. There it is illustrated that 5.6% of the 
households within the lowest quintile own 1 vehicle, this being the lowest percentage of 
households owning 1 vehicle compared to the other quintiles. The more income available to a 
household, the more capable the household is of owning a vehicle because of their increased 
buying power.  
Total household monthly expenditure: 
The total household monthly expenditure 1 (R0-R399) Exp (B) is 0.056. It can be deduced 
that, when holding other variables constant, the odds for households with total monthly 
expenditure 1(R0-R399) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,056 times less 
likely than that of households with a total monthly household expenditure 4 (R10 000 or more). 
The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African households 
owning 1 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within total 
monthly expenditure 1 decreases by 0.056. 
Holding other variables constant, the odds for households with total monthly expenditure 1 
(R0-R399) owning 2 or more vehicles rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,011 times less likely 
than that of households with a total monthly household expenditure 4 (R10 000 or more). The 





owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within 
total monthly expenditure 1 decreases by 0.011. 
The total household monthly expenditure 2 (R400-R1 799) odds ratio is 0.104. It can be 
deduced that, when holding other variables constant, the odds for households with total 
monthly expenditure 2 (R400-R1 799) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,104 
times less likely than that of households with a total monthly household expenditure 4 
(R10 000 or more). The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South 
African households owning 1 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the household 
falling within total monthly expenditure 1 decreases by 0.104. 
Holding other variables constant, the odds for households with total monthly expenditure 2 
(R400-R1 799) owning 2 or more vehicles rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,019 times less 
likely than that of households with a total monthly household expenditure 4 (R10 000 or more). 
The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African households 
owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within 
total monthly expenditure 1 decreases by 0.019. 
The total household monthly expenditure 3 (R1 800-R9 999) odds ratio is 0.0.345. Holding 
other variables constant, the odds for households with total monthly expenditure 3 (R1 800-
R9 999) owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,345 times less likely than that of 
households with a total monthly household expenditure 4 (R10 000 or more). The regression 
coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African households owning 1 
vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within total monthly 
expenditure 1 decreases by 0.345. 
Holding other variables constant, the odds for households with total monthly expenditure 3 
(R1 800-R9 999) owning 2 or more vehicles rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 0,133 times less 
likely than that of households with a total monthly household expenditure 4 (R10 000 or more). 
The regression coefficient is negative and therefore, that means as South African households 
owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of the household falling within 
total monthly expenditure 1 decreases by 0.133. 
From the above analysis on the odds ratio values of the total household expenditure of the 
households in the survey, it becomes clear that the more vehicles a household owns the higher 
the total household expenditure. It can be concluded that households with total household 
expenditure 3 (R1 800-R9 999) are most likely to own 1 vehicle and 2 or more vehicles with 
odd ratios 0.345 and 0.133 respectively, compared to households falling within other 





total households expenditure 3 owning 2 or more vehicles made up 15.77% and 28.20% 
households in that category of owning 1 vehicle. 
Geographical location: 
The parameter estimates table shows that the Exp (B) value of the geographical location 1 
(Metro) is 1.182. Holding other variables constant, the odds for households residing in a metro 
geographical location owning 1 vehicle rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 1.182 times more 
likely than that of households residing in a rural geographical location. The regression 
coefficient is positive and therefore, that means as South African households owning 1 vehicle 
increase by one unit, the probability of the household residing in a metro geographical location 
increase by 1.182. 
While the Exp (B) value of the geographical location 2 (urban) is 1.158. Holding other variables 
constant, the odds for households residing in a urban geographical location owning 1 vehicle 
rather than owning 0 vehicles, is 1.158 times more likely than that of households residing in a 
rural geographical location. The regression coefficient is positive and therefore, that means as 
South African households owning 1 vehicle increase by one unit, the probability of the 
household residing in an urban geographical location increase by 1.158. 
The above is an analysis of the odds ratio values of the significant geographical location of 
the households in the conducted survey. All geographical location types for households 
owning 2 or more vehicles were statistically insignificant in the study model. In conclusion, 
households residing within metropolitan areas are most likely to have 1 vehicle as opposed to 
owning no vehicles. The graphs in Chapter 3 concerning geographical location support this 
conclusion, as 20.70% of households in metropolitan areas own 1 vehicle. This is the highest 
household percentage share owning 1 vehicle in the three stated geographical area types.  
7.2. Summary and conclusion 
The analysis and discussion above conclude that households are less likely to own 1 vehicle 
as compared to owning 0 vehicles, with regards to the independent variables included in the 
scope of this study. Results show that the accuracy of the model used is 79.5% accurate and 
thus acceptable.  
The same pattern income displayed graphically in chapter 3, is observed again in the 
multinomial logistics regression model, observed through the monthly income quintiles. As 
household monthly income increases the odds of owning 1, 2 or more vehicles increases 
notably. Income creates accessibility and ability to purchase vehicles for many households. 





Household income quintiles revealed that households earning an income within the household 
income quintile 1 (R0-R395) were the less likely than households in higher income quintiles to 
own 1 vehicle compared to owning 0 vehicles. Households within household income quintile 
1 are the least likely to own 2 or more vehicles compared to owning 0 vehicles. These results 
reveal that income  
Total household expenditure shows that households with expenditure falling within the R0-
R395 range compared with other households within other expenditure ranges are less likely 
to own 1 vehicle or 2 or more vehicles compared to owning 0 vehicles.  
Similar to income, as households move from rural geographical locations to metro locations, 
the likelihood of owning 1, 2 or more vehicles increases. There is a strong influence by 
geographical location moves on the household vehicle ownership, these new locations offer 
better road networks to gain access to areas work and opportunities. The safety offered by 
these geographical location is another encourager for households to increase vehicle 
ownership. 
Therefore, as in the analysis of geographical location, households located in Metropolitan 
areas are more likely than households in other geographical locations to own 1 vehicle with 
an odds ratio of 1.182, compared to owning 0 vehicles. Vehicle infrastructure has an impact 
on the choice of ownership, thus households in urban areas have a higher likelihood of owning 
vehicles. This is to be expected as infrastructure in such areas is better than that in rural or 






CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS 
This study examined the future number of vehicles in South Africa and further investigated 
factors that influence household vehicle ownership. This was done to better understand what 
impacts the increase in number of vehicles owned by a household and the probability of those 
households owning 0, 1, 2 or more vehicles given the identified factors (independent factors). 
The investigation on the probability of ownership, was undertaken using the multinomial 
logistics regression model. 
The main questions addressed within the study are; (1) what socio-economic factors influence 
household vehicle ownership? and (2) What will the growth in vehicles be for South Africa for 
the period 2018-2038? The study answers these research questions by also focusing on 
investigating what the main factors influencing household vehicle ownership are and what the 
probabilities of these factors are on households owning 0, 1, 2 or more vehicles.   
Literature indicated that a number of researchers have developed and conducted forecasting 
models concerning number of vehicles. However, literature in the South African context was 
found to be limited. Literature than showed that vehicle ownership forecasting models are vital 
for the business of local and national governments and manufacturing industries. The ability 
to forecast provides industries with the capacity to conduct efficient demand planning.  
Various models have been developed for the forecasting of vehicle ownership, providing 
alternatives for different purposes of the required forecast. All the models are used for 
forecasting; however, the choice of a model depends on the type of forecasting that needs to 
be done. Different models of forecasting were used in pubic and in private sector, with most 
developing countries discovered to make use of aggregated time series models.  
Income and geographical location have been used frequently as influencing factors for 
households’ probability of owning a certain number of vehicles. Models applied in the study 
use exponential smoothing on the data during the forecasting process for the prediction of 
number of vehicles in the period 2018-2038. The data used in the analysis has no seasonality 
present, and thus the models focus only on trends when conducting forecasts. When using 
SPSS as a forecasting tool, it is important to note the three assumptions made in its 
construction. First, it was assumed that the dependent variable and independent variable are 
time series data. Second, the data is assumed stationary. Third, the independent variable 
does not have missing values in the period used for forecasting. 
The main findings show that the forecasted number of vehicles in South Africa are 
approximated at an average of 16 000 627 vehicles in 2038. This being the average between 





population is predicted at an average of 71 372 788 people for 2038, average of the predicted 
totals of the three models. With, number of vehicles growing at an approximated average 
annual rate of 1.75% and the human population at an approximated average annual growth 
rate of 1.08% in the analysis period 2018-2038.  
This predicted number of vehicles indicate that, in the year 2038 there will be approximately 
224 vehicles per 1000 of the population. Compared to the 165 vehicles per 1000 of the 
population in 2014, South Africa with all countries held constant will move up to number 65 
out of the 191 countries included in the Figure 8.1. The rapid increase in the number of vehicles 
in South Africa is a result of the growing population.  
 
Figure 8.1: Vehicles per 1000 of the population including South Africa 2038. 
The growing vehicle fleet will lead to an increase in congestion on South African roads. This 
congestion is an inescapable result of the community’s behaviour, the desires of the 
household is to now chase certain goals that overload roads on a daily basis. Congestion is 
the result of too many commuters wanting to travel at the same time, as work, school and 
certain errands demand that most households be on the road at the same time. 
South Africa’s fuel consumption is expected to show an increase. Conventional vehicles 
primarily consume liquid fuel and thus, with an expected vehicle increase, this implies that the 
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an increase in air pollution, resulting from the increased carbon dioxide emissions from the 
additional vehicles. South African government will need to investigate better carbon dioxide 
emission regulations and try reduce private vehicle use by households. 
In order to predict the odds of a household owning 0, 1, 2 or more vehicles the multinomial 
logistics regression model is applied. This is the most fitted model for the type of data used in 
the study of household vehicle ownership.  
Geographical location of household, totally monthly household expenditure, monthly 
household income quintiles and main dwelling were identified as the important and most 
significant factors influencing household vehicle ownership. With geographical location 
revealed to have the strongest likelihood in influencing households to owning 1, 2 or more 
vehicles as compared to owning no vehicles.  
The analysis and discussion concludes that households are less likely to own 1 vehicle as 
compared to owning 0 vehicles, with regards to the independent variables included in the 
scope of this study. Results show that the accuracy of the model used is 79.5% accurate and 
thus acceptable.  
As anticipated, the study concluded that a positive relationship exists between household 
location and household vehicle ownership. Households in geographical locations with vehicle 
infrastructure, such as a metropolitan area are expected to have a higher vehicle ownership 
compared to households in rural areas. In the study 15.7% of households residing within 
metropolitan areas own 2 or more vehicles, while only 3.5% of the households residing in rural 
areas own 2 or more vehicles and 87.1% of households in this type of area (rural) have no 
vehicles. The odds of households within metropolitan areas owning 1 vehicle rather than 
owning 0 vehicles, is 1.182 times more likely than that of households residing in a rural 
geographical location. 
Vehicle infrastructure has an impact on the choice of ownership, thus households in urban 
areas have a higher likelihood of owning vehicles. This is to be expected as infrastructure in 
such areas is better than that in rural or urban areas. Main areas of land use that effect 
household vehicle ownership include retail location, business location and housing location. 
Overall, outlook towards urban density has a large impact on vehicle ownership probability.  
The multinomial logistics regression results indicate that as households move from rural 
geographical locations to metro locations, the likelihood of owning 1, 2 or more vehicles 
increases. There is a strong influence by geographical location moves on the household 
vehicle ownership, these new locations offer better road networks to gain access to areas of 
work and opportunities. The safety offered by these geographical location is another 





The study also confirms that the higher total expenditure a household has, the higher the 
chances that that household will own a vehicle. Figure 3.13 in Chapter 3 displays this, in this 
figure 56.7% of households with a total expenditure of R10 000 or more own 2 or more 
vehicles, and only 0.83% of households with an expenditure of R0-R399 own 2 or more 
vehicles, whereas 93.87% of households in this expenditure category own no vehicles.  
The odds of a household within a low expenditure range owning 1, 2 or more vehicles is lower 
compared to those households within a higher expenditure range. Therefore, the higher the 
number of vehicles owned within a South African  household, the higher the expenditure. The 
negative regression coefficient means, as South African households owning 1 vehicle or the 
probability of owning 2 or more vehicles increase by one unit, the probability of the household 
falling within the stated total monthly expenditure decreases by the odds ratio. 
The same pattern income displayed graphically in chapter 3, is observed again in the 
multinomial logistics regression model, observed through the monthly income quintiles. As 
household monthly income increases the odds of owning 1, 2 or more vehicles increases 
notably. Income creates accessibility and ability to purchase vehicles for many households. 
This indicates the sensitivity of vehicle ownership in South Africa to the change in income. 
The positive from the increase in vehicle population for the South African government would 
be the potential increase in income. Vehicle fleet is connected to various income sources, 
such as tax from the fuel levy of which is expected to increase. As vehicles increase, fuel 
consumption will increase. Road accident fund is another income source that will experience 
an income, value added tax on the predicted vehicle sales and income collected from vehicle 
licensing  
The predicted growth in number vehicles will increasingly become a problem for the 
government of South Africa if strategies are not put in place to attempt reducing the number 
of private vehicles on national roads. The ‘stop and go’ traffic flow that will be caused by the 
congestion of these additional vehicles increase travel time and potential accidents and air 
pollution. There are potential strategies the government can implement to lessen costs 
associated with increasing vehicle ownership. 
A short term solution would be to expend road network capacity, specifically road networks 
used to access central business districts where all work opportunities are situated. This 
capacity would be built to manage drivers traveling in peak hours at the same time with minimal 
delays. However, it has been noted in the past that the extension of road networks encourages 
more individuals to travel in private vehicles because there is now ‘more’ space on the roads 
and rods would be underutilized during off peak hours. This solution would be very expensive 





To decrease the pressure from road networks, governments need to encourage commuters 
to shift from private vehicle use, to public transport. However, South Africa’s public transport 
network doesn’t have a good reputation and thus the government would have to work on safety 
concerns associated with public transport, ensure that the existing public transport is 
accessible, efficiency, affordability and convenient in terms of location and ensure that it runs 
on time services. Public transport has great potential of reducing congestion to a certain level. 
South African government can introduce a lane congestion toll, targeted at peak-hours. The 
charge would aid in decreasing congestion during peak hours, on major commuting roads. A 
lane or two allowing those willing to pay to drive at a higher speed during these peak periods 
and without forcing low-income drivers off the same roads during these peak periods. 
The implementation of flexible work hours by companies can help in reducing congestion, by 
allowing employees to come into work after peak hours and leaving before afternoon peak. 
Allowing the flexibility of also working from home. This solution could potentially lead to people 
getting rid of private vehicles and opting to us e-hailing as a way to getting to work and 
meetings when needing to. 
Urban transport policy framework, involves establishing that socio-spatial structure of South 
African towns is an inherited structure of the apartheid era, which placed large percentages of 
underprivileged African, Coloured and Indian population in outlying locations. These locations 
were a significant distance from areas with employment opportunities and higher standard 
commercial and social facilities. Thus, government needs to establish structures that facilitate 
integrated public transport in these areas. Transport planning needs to address the underlying 
areas and work towards better infrastructures that will allow households in these areas to 
access employment opportunities. 
8.1. Future research 
The study has revealed the prospective for qualitative approaches to provide explanations to 
the continuous increase in number of vehicles within South Africa, attending to some of the 
knowledge gaps within the industry regarding forecasting. Though the sample used in the 
study was limited to the sample size used in the national household travel survey conducted 
in 2013 and not a particular representation of the current South African households the 
intention has been to obtain a general framework. Nevertheless, further variables are required 
to project the probabilities of household ownership on a wider scale. 
The study can be taken further and split the vehicles into types of vehicles i.e. heavy vehicles, 
busses, private vehicles and light vehicles, forecasting the number of vehicles in terms of 





occupy. Then looking into the forecasted demand these vehicles will bring to the fuel industry, 
forecast petrol and diesel demands. Electrical vehicles can also be a small section of the 
research, identifying the impact on the numbers of vehicles, whether there will be significant 
decrease in the demand of conventional vehicles or demand will remain stagnant.  
There is potential for a further study, similar to this study and including more variables with a 
stronger correlation to vehicle ownership. The researcher can take it a step further and look 
at the relationship between household vehicle ownership and life events. For example the 
research can investigate the motivation behind the relocation of households and identify how 
this impacts the decision to own a vehicle. Otherwise, also investigating the influence of the 
birth of a child in a household to acquire a vehicle. 
With the rise of technology in the transport space, it would make sense to also explore the 
impact of shared ownership on household vehicle ownership. Some households may not 
afford owning a car alone but still require the benefits of owning one at their convenience. The 
likes of Uber, bolt have become players in the transport space and that can impact vehicle 
ownership but how much of an impact is it. Will there be a decrease in ownership in some 
household groups that opt to use these services than own a vehicle.  
To conclude it is important to note, the decision to purchase a vehicle as a household can be 
influenced by many variables and not limited to those used. Changes in the number of vehicles 
owned by a household should be considered as the outcome of a continuous process of 
adjustments to life events and with a better access to employment opportunities through 
improved road infrastructure in urban and rural areas, household vehicle ownership will display 
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